COVER STORY

In recent :weekS; (a conuption epidemic has
prompted) the political leadership has declared an all-out war against graft. But, as
ANIL NETTO, points out; the authorities are
unHkely to succeed in theb" crusade unless they
use more effective measures to wipe out corruption, which is nowso deeply rooted in Ma·
laysian society.

fs not j ust the mysterious virus in Sarawak,
which has killed more
than two dozen Loddlers so far,
that is creating rippks of concern in the country. All of a sud. den. it eem.'- as if a corrupt10n
epidemic has also ~truck the nation with a vengeance.
In recent y,eeks. \\e ha\e een
mi ddle-r anking politician
hau led up on \arious graft
charges. Now. Acting Prime
Minister Anwar Ibrahim a)
the 'big fish' will not be ~pared

"Our struggle
has always
been based on
noble values.
Where did we
go wrong?"
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either.
B ut is graft in Malay;;ia something new? Of cour.-.e not. It
has been festering for years.
But the political will to act decisiYel~ to tackle the problem
was missing.
Until now. m ost M alaysians
looked at corruption a!:> or:e of

those unchangeable

~(J ·t

of
us....-"d

life. ·'Oh well," some o·
to say, ''everyone is a in_ It. If

Iyou can 't beat 'em

om ·em."
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We have all heard anecdotes
about how a ten or fifty ringgit
nate can do wonders to grease
the outstretched palms of some
sticky bureaucrat or enforcement
officer. Such small-scale bribes
are hard enough to wipe out.
But it is much harder to tackle
high-level corruption in business
and politics. And when business
and politics mix, when it becomes institutionalised, the resull is full-blown graft and
money politics.

Defence Minister Syed Hamid
Albar: ·•our struggle has always
been based on noble values.
Where did we go wrong?"
We have eyes to see, and yet do
not see. The political leadership
refuses to see the truth, perhaps
because the truth is usually painful and often difficult to accept.

And what is the truth? ·'Malaysia has often proclaimed political unity through the ruling
United Malays National
Organisation (UMNO), which is,
The tentacle~ of bu~im:s~ and mort: or l~::ss, a political-cumpolitics flrst started intertwining business organisation;· asserted
in the 1980s. The symptoms an editorial in Bangkok's rewere almost immecliate. Ugly, spected The Nation newspaper.
gaping wounds erupted in the
social fabric starting with the in- "The unchallenged rule by which
famous BMF banking scandal- UMNO runs the country, though,
Malaysia's first multibillion has left it open to abuses by those
in power.'"
ringgit scandal..
Since then, there has been no
turning back with scandal after
scandal exploding with alarming
regularity. The latest shock in
Bri sbane - where former
Selangor chief m1n1ster
Muhammad Muhammad Taib
was caught red-handed with
RM2.4 million in undeclared
cash as he tried to leave Australia - shook Kuala Lumpur.

It's a sharp, detached observation
from a neighbouring country.
where press freedom has flourished. And it's right on the mark:

The centralisation of power
and the lack of democratic
space. in Malaysia - in an environment where business and
politics are closely intertwined
- has fuelled corruption and
abuse of power.

Muhammad's subsequent resig- And il's not just UMNO. To a
nation triggered a fresh wave of lesser extent, the MCA and other
official concern about the extent ruling political parties are also
of high-level graft and money enmeshed in business.
politics in the country.
With the press shackled, with the
The alarm bells started clanging political opposition crippled, and
in the country's dominant politi- with the judiciary facing a Ciisis
cal party. Asked a bewildered of confidence, corruption has
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thrived. Add to that the Official
Secrets Act, and the Internal Security Act, both of which deter
public-spirited individuals from
whislle-blowihg, and you ha\e
the perfect nest for corruption.
Sure enough. more cases of graft
and abuse of power have been
revealed since the Brisbane debacle. But what has been uncovered so far is probably just the tip
of the iceberg.
EFFECTIVE MEASURES

The government has tried to curb
graft by asking all ~tale assembly members to declare their assets to the state chief minister~.
The chief ministers. in turn. have
to declare their assets to the prime
minister. (But to whom does the
prime minister declare hi.;. assets?) Last year. they banned
campaigning in the run-up to the
UMNO party elections.
These half-hearted me<l!>ure!> will
not be effecth·e. All elected officials- and their spouses and relative~ too (for it is not uncommon
for them to become rich overnight) - should publicly declare
their assets in the state assemblies
and in parliament evel) )ear. The
public must have acces-. to these
declarations.
A free press and an independent
Anti-Corruption Agene) "'auld
be able to probe unusually
wealthy politicians. shad) bu~i
ness tycoons, unethical .:-h il ~r
vants, and dishoneq ~.-ompany
executives.
The repeal of the OfficialS~ TeiS

Act and more transparency in
decision -making would allow
the public to judge for themselves who really benefits from
special ~hare allocation~: the politically well-connected or the
deserving.
'"Whenever a company applie~
for listing, it is always the names
of the same two or three groups
which are submitted to the Securities Commission'' for special
share allocations. This is the
UMNO Youth leader Zahid
Hamidi speaking- and he should
know. So where is the accountability? Who decides the special
share
allocations?''AII
bumiputras who have the financial means and corporate spirit
must be given equal opportunity
to own share~." added Zahid. But
what about the equal opportunity
of those without the financial
means. the poor? Are special
share allocations only meant for
the rich?

companies· inefficiency or inexperience.
CORPORATE GRAFT
Graft in companies and state
agencies should also be probed.
There have been numerous cases
of managers and department
heads swindling companies of
millions of ringgit.
Often a company's external auditors are to blame for compromising their professional independence. An external auditors'
firm that receives most of its total audit fee from a few big firms
would be reluctant to risk losing
those clients by highlighting corruption involving the clients' directors.
Although auditors are expected
to maintain strict independence,
in realit). the partners of an audit firm often develop cosy personal relationships with their clients' senior directors.

SPIRITUAL
REFORMATION

Aliran welcomes Anwar·s statement that the axe would faU on
anyone caught for corruption, including the "big fish". Such stem
action. if it docs occur, would be
long overdue. That would be lhe
easy bit.
If Anwar is really serious about
permanently wiping out corruption, then the more difficult task
would be to disentangle the
complex web of business and
politics.

Anwar is right when he says a
reformation is needed to rid the
country of graft. Jndccd, there ha-;
to be reformation among Malaysians -a reformation of attitudes,
of politics, of business- a spiritual reformation that will cleanse
society of the evil of corruption.
That reformation has to begin
now. The country's political leaders should show the way. If Malaysians believe that their political leadership is clean, then we
will have no excuse to be corrupt.
This is where we desperately
need Leadership by Example.

And isn't there a conn.ict of in- So, the junior audit staff go
tere~t when relatives of cabinet through the motions of the auministers receive large special dit. But when it comes to large
allocations of shares? Isn't this shady transactions, the partan abuse of power and a form of ners are often tempted to c lose
an eye to avoid jeopardising
corruption too?
their future fee income from
AI iran also calls for more trans- that client if they take a firm Rhetoric alone is not enough.
parency in awarding privati- ~tand. Auditors might even go We need brave, firm action. lf
sation contracL'>. Open tenders to the extent of helping their we could wipe out corruption in
should be a must for all deals. clients to 'window-dress' their Malaysia, we would really
The shroud of secrecy in award- accounts using 'creative ac- show the world that Malaysia
Boleh. Ultimately, such a hearting contracts in the past has led counting'.
warming feat would be a far, far
to certain politically linked commore meaningful accomplishpanic~ monopolising privatisa- One way to overcome this contion deals. And this ha~ led to flict of interest is to limit an au- ment than planting the Malayever-increasing tariffs and tolls dit fum's tenure with any client sian nag on the icy summit of
Mount Everesl. 0
- often the result of the chosen company to say, three years.

L
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CORRUPTION

Establishing a fully moral and ethical society:

ITHE WAY FORWARD!
from religion.lndeed Vision2020
does talk of "a fully moral and
ethical society whose citizens are
strong in re ligious and spiritual
values .. "

In the first of a two-part article, DR CHANDRA
MUZAFFAR looks at tbe ethical and moral challenges confronting Malaysian society. He identi-

fres corruption as the main social scourge in the
country.

lf religion is the basis of moral-

Corruption

in

UMNO politics in

the early sixties
was "chickenfeed" compared to
the money politics
that
prevails
within the same
party today.
Dr. Chandra Muz.affar

g

ix years after the proclamation of Vision
2020 the sad truth is that
we are not moving in the direction of a moral and ethical society. Indeed, the moral and ethical challenges confronting the
1 nation today are more serious

ity and ethics there are perhaps
at least three dimensions of religion that we should explore in our
evaluation of the moral and ethical performance of our society.
First there are the forms and rituals of religion; then there are the
institutions and practices of religion and finally there are the values and attitudes embodied in religion.
FORMS & RITUALS

As far as the forms and rituals of
religion go Malaysia appears to
be a mo ral society. Places of
worship attract huge numbers of
devotees while religious festivals
draw large crowds. Rituals such
as the prayer, the fast and the pilgrimage are faithfull) obserYed
by both the young and the old. In
than ever before.
a sense, the performance of reliThough V ision 2020 does not gious rituals and adherence to
spell out the moral and ethical re li gious forms haYe become
standards that Malaysia as a na- much stro nger in recent ~ears.
tion should aspire to, it is logical This is proof that religion remains
to assume that these standards as significant a force as e'er in
would be derived by and large the life of lhe nation. But does it
A/iran Monthly 1997: 17(5) Page 6

also mean that Malaysians up- Teenage prostitution as a social
hold the moral and ethical values and principles enshrined in
the different religions that they
practise?

PRACTICES
& INSTITUTION

Turning from forms aRd rituals
to the practices and institutions
of religion, we find that most
Malaysians remain attached to
those practices and institutions
that religion cherishes. Marriages between male and female
continue to be the norm: homosexuality is frowned upon by the
vast majority of the populace.
Respect for parents and elders i!>
a venerated principle. The family remains the most fundamental unit of Malaysian society.
Nonetheless. there is no denying
that some of these valued institutions and practices are now
facing new challenges. The family which is becoming increasingly nuclear in structure is under some stress and strain.
Malaysia· s urban and even rural
communities arc becoming less
and less cohesive and more and
more fragmented.
It is partly because family and
community are not as effective
as they once were as bases for
the nurturing and nourishing of
values and ethics that a whole
gamut of social iUs have proliferated in recent years.
Divorce rates are escalating. The
abandonment of babies by young
unwed mothers is not an uncommon occurrence these days.

phenomenon has begun lO attract
the attention of the authorities.
Gangstcrism .among secondary
schoolboys can no longer be dismissed a<; an aberration.

ATTITUDES & VALUES

The third dimension of religion
- atLitudes and values- also
seems to indicate that positive
traits are often counteracted by
negative characteristics. It is true
However, more than any other that Malaysians continue to be
social ill, it is the persistence and hospitable and helpful in most
pervasiveness of the problem of circumstances. ln fact, a number
drug abuse within the youth of visitors to the country have
population which suggests that commended our people on these
the moral fibre of society has qualities. Malaysians are also
weakened considerably in the last generous to a degree as seen by
the support given by all commutwenty years or so.
nities to charities and fund-raisIf family solidarity and commu- ing efforts on behalf of the sick
nity cohesiveness have declined and disabled.
to some extent it is partly because
of the nature of development. However, it is undeniable that in
The problem is not development certain other areas the ethical and
per se. But when development is moral standards of the Malaysian
equated with growth and the public leave much to be desired.
maximisation of profits and sidelines other considerations which There is hardly any sense of ethiare vital to the well-being of the cal responsibility when it comes
human person- such as the ques- to the maintenance of public
tion of how changing work pat- amenities such as toilets and teleterns in rapidly urbanising com- phone booths. Litlering pavemunities impact upon family-life ments and scribbling on walls
there are bound to be long-term appears to have developed into a
repercussions that would be felt pastime of sorts for some Malaysians. In spite of con!>tant appeals
by society as a whole.
by the authorities, the average
Lower and middle income urban Malaysian does not bother to
dwellers who are the majority of keep community halls, publk
the urban populace are faced with roads or rivers clean. Malaysians
tremendous work pressures also do not have the habit of
which compel both father and queuing and very often ignore the
mother to neglect their children's welfare of the weak and aged
welfare at a crucial stage of their when boarding buses or trains.
lives. Because parents cannot What is worse, the Malaysian has
provide the sort of family life that acquired an international reputanurtures wholesome va lu es, tion as an uncivil and discourtesome of the young violate basic ous driver who has little considethical norms and become delin- eration for other road users. The
quent in their conduct.
lack of road ethics is perhaps a
Aliran Mamhly 1997: 17(5) Pag~ 7

reJ1eclion of a deeper malaise: a
strong slreak of selfishness
when one's own inrcrcst comes
into conflict with the intere).ts of
others or the i ntcrcsts of the community as a whole.

the Rahman Talib case in 1962 importance of being rich is
was much sma ller than the legitimised through a form of
amount involved in the Harun capital-driven development
ldris case in 1976 just as the , which ts often projected as the
I
amount involved in the Harun ke) to the nation· s success.
Tdris case wao; much ... mailer than
the amount involved in the BMF When matt!rial wealth becomes
Lurking in the dark recesses of case in 1983.
so central to the life of a nation
the Malaysian psyche is perhaps
without a concomitant strengtha kiasu mentality-a mentality Two, within the same sub-sector ening of the culture of accountwhich seeks to maximise self in- of society the incidence of cor- ability, the temptation to indulge
terest whatever the costs and ruption has become so much in corrupt practices transcends all
consequences for the other- worse that it is simply not pos- limits. Convinced that the
which is the antithesis of ethical sible to compare what happened wealthy and the powerful had
and moral behaviour.
thirty years ago with what is hap- acquired their riches through
pening now. To be more specific, means foul rather than fair. ordiBut of all the altitudes and val- corruption in UMNO politics in nary mortals in whatever sphere
ues which religion espouses it is the early sixties was "chicken- of society will have no qualms
honesty, or the lack of it , among feed" compared to the money ahout receiving or giving bribes.
a lot of Malaysians which poses politics that prevails within the This explains why very often the
the greatest challenge to the same party today.
meagre-salaried clerk or the
moral and ethical society that
lowly paid Road Transport DeVision 2020 envisages. In recent Three, if in the past allegations partment tester justifie~ his own
decades the lack of honesty bas of corruption were confined corruption by pointing to what he
become more apparent in differ- mainly to the bureaucracy and perceives as the corruption of the
ent spheres of social life. From the private sector, today corrup- rich and the powerful in a culture
sports entertainment to business tion has spread like a cancer to that eulogises wealth.
to politics the erosion of this car- almost every sphere of society.
dinal principle has begun to have As we have observed, there is There is no need to emphasise
adverse consequences for soci- corruption in sports such a<; foot- here ·rhat corruption is that one
ety as a whole.
ball just as there are allegations social scourge that can destroy a
of corruption in the entertainment nation. History is replete with
CORRUPTION
industry.
examples of powerful empires
The inverse side of the decline
that had lost their vigour and viof honesty is of course the rbe Why corruption has become tality because of corruption. It i!>
of corruption in Malaysian so- worse in recent tunes is a com- because Prime Minister Dr.
ciety. That corruption has be- plex issue. Tfthere is a single fac- Mahathir Mohamad is deeply
comemore serious in the last two tor explanation for it, it would be aware of how corruption saps the
decades or so is obvious in a the growth of a culture obsessed moral fibre of society that he
number of ways.
with the acquisition and accumu- made such an impassioned plea
lation of wealth as the be-ail and to the UMNO General As~mbly
One. if we looked at the amount end-all of human existence. in 1996 to fightthis dead!~ canof money involved in major cor- Though this obsession is most cer.
ruption cases since Merdeka we evident within a segment of the
PI!RCEPTION
would notice that the quantum elite stratum its impact upon the
has increased by leaps and rest of society is profound. This There is no doubt that 'ince
bounds. The amount involved in is because the glory of wealth,lhe Merdeka the governm.cnr has
!
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been concerned about the problem of corruption. This is why
an Anti-Corruption Agency
(ACA) was established soon after Independence - something
which few other newly independent countries bad done. Over
the years, the government bas
also acted against important political personages involved in
corruption. Recently announced
moves by the government to
strengthen the ACA are part of
its continuing endeavour to
check this malignancy.
Nonetheless. there is a widespread perception within a significant segment of Malaysian
society that the government can
do more to fight corruption. In
this regard, many Malaysians
have observed that nearly every
major corruption scandal or serious allegation of wrongdoing
in high places in the last two decades has first been highlighted
in the foreign mediarathcrthan
in the local press. This is true of
BMF as it is true of the forex incident in 1993, the Perwaja episode in 1996, and the
Muhammad Taib case in 1997.
It i" a<; if the local press is afraid
to expose corruption in high
places lest it incurs the wrath of
the people in power. It is worth
noting too that in the BMF scandal, the wrongdoers who were
all Malaysians were prosecuted
in Hong Kong ·and 13ritish
cou11s. There was not a single
prosecution inaMalaysian court.

It is important to ask here why
the government, inspite of its

constant expressions of concern,
has not acted as firmly or as decisively a.'> it should in a number
of ca..:;es involving allegations of
corruption. There are perhaps a
variety of reasons that explain its
reluctance.
One, in Malaysia as in some
other countries when allegations
of corruption involve the powerful either in politics or in business there is often an unwillingness on the part of the ruling
elites to move in a determined
manner. Power thus becomes the
armour of the corrupt protecting
them from attack from any quarter.
Two, ruling elites here as elsewhere may not want to act because their own interests may be
intertwined with the interests of
those corrupt but powerful individuals. What this implies is that
the ruling elites themselves may
have skeletons in their cupboard
which may start reverberating if
they pursue certain corruption
cases in earnest. This is what we
may want to term a'i the 'skeleton syndrome'.
Three, iL is also quite possible
that the intimate link between
power and wealth nurtured in the
last ten years or so has weakened
the resolve of the ruling elites to
fight corruption. If power ensures
wealth and wealth in tum ensures
power then it will be difficult to
question how one uses power to
acquire wealth or wealth to acquire power.
Since this nexus between wealth
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and power is sometimes justified
-albeit wrongly- in the name
of creating a bumiputra entrepreneurial community. there may
not be the political will to combat the attendant abuses. Indeed,
allocating shares to relatives or
giving contracts to friends may
not even be perceived as abuses
given the underJyjng ideological
orientation of the elites.
Four, the ideological orientation of the elites may have affected their attitude towards the
elimination of corruption in yet
another sense. Having assiduously cultivated a strong symbiotic relationship between
politics and business in the
name of 'Malaysia Incorporated', our elites might be
somewhat reluctant to combat
corruption with a crusading
zeal for fear that it could have
an adverse impact upon therelationship- for it is not inconceivable that enmeshed in Malaysian
Incorporated, its
achievements notwithstanding,
are favours and exchanges
which may not look pretty
through an 'ethics lens'.
Five, apart from power, vested
interests and ideological considerations, culture may also be
an explanatory factor. In cultures that are overly concerned
with 'face'-such as Malay culture-there may be a greater
tendency than in other cultures
to refrain from exposing the
corruption
or
other
misdemeanours of people in
high places. Since the desire to
'save-face' is strong, elites of-

~n try
1

to work out some compromise or other which may allow the guilly party to escape
punishment for his corrupt
deed.

OUTRAGE
We have tried to under~tand why
the government bas not made :l
more concerted endeavour to
eradicate corruption especially
within the upper echelons of !>0ciety. What we should also attempt to explain is the apparent
Jack of mardi outrage over acts
or allegations of corruption
within the Malaysian public. Of
course. Malaysians in all walks
of life. like people everywhere.
get excited about corruption
scandals reported in the media.
They talk about these scandals
among family and friends for a
few days. But Malaysians ~el 
dom go beyond that.
Part of the reason is fear-fear
of the Internal Security Act
(TSA) and other laws such as the
Sedition Act There are many
who believe that if they go all out
against corruption - especially
the corruption of the powerfulthe authorities will use the ISA
to put them behind bars. Or they
think they will be charged in
court under the Sedition Act for
causing disaffection among the
people and turning them again~t
the government True or not. one
hao; Lo concede that the fear of
fighting corruption is real. Consequently, many Malaysians
have chosen to be cautious
rather than courageous.
The lack of

avenue~

for public

expression of outrage over act!>
of corruption is yet another factor. No Malaysian daily would
allow the public to campaign
against a major public personality who is corrupt. A television
or radio series on corruption in
Mala)sian society in which the
public would have the chance to
express their views is unthinkable! Neither will it be easy to
obtain a police permit to hold a
public forum in every state capttal and every city on corruplion
in the country.

corrupt activities. they will not
report them to the relevant authorities partly because they reel
that nothing will be done but also
because they do not want to be
bothered with investigations and
inquiries and the like.

While they may not be eager to
help the authorities clean up the
system. many Malaysians have
no qualms about manipulating
the system to their advantage.
Circumventing procedures. getting around rules with the help of
someone inside the approving
However, neither fear nor the agency is not an uncommon praclack of channels for public pro- tice. In fact, most Malaysian~
test tell~ the whole story. If when they have to obtain appublic outrage against corrup- proval of. or sanction from. an intion is weak, it is also because stitution in the public or private
Malaysians do not want 'to sector. invariabl)' -.eek the help of
rock the boat'- especially someone who can 'pull string~·
since the boat is laden with for them. The practice has begoods. Since the economy is come so v.idcspread that it is aldoing well and there is quite most part of \talay...ian culture.
a bit of prosperity within the A people \\ ho are ...o u::.cd to :-ouch
middle and upper reaches of practice!> cannot be expected to
society most Malaysians are develop a -.trong :-.ense of resimply not interested in vublOn aga.ilb1 corruption. nepolaunching a crusade against tism and other similar vices ...J
corruption. They want to continue to benefit from the
nation'!-. economic growth and
T..._ frora 11 JNIPft" pNsort'd
Ill Ill• Visio11 2020 Nllliolllll
social mobility without being
C:.,reu (ruulu th~ auspices
troubled too much about ethiofth' Malaysian Busilless
cal and moral issues.
In any case, a lot of Malaysians,
as we have seen. arc not averse
to indulging in corrupt practice~.
If giving a bribe v.ill expedite the
approval of a hcence or permit
they will do it If they can receive
a bribe without arousing suspicion, they would be happy to do
so. Even when they are aware of
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SOCIAL ILLS

WHEN THE YOUNG
GET ILL
Tackle the causes not the symptoms of "social iUs"
leaders. intellectuals and professionals. to suggest the causes of
Wby are the young falling prey to "social ills''? DR
the ·social problems' among the
MUSTAFA K ANUAR looks at the media coverage
youth. They range from lack of
of the issue and then examines some possible causes.
moral moorings among the
young: to poor parenting; to Jack
of religious and moral upbringt's almost fashionable Lake measures to overcome those ing; to freer male-female interacthese days in Malaysia problems. The young are the tion; and to disrespect for the elto talk about social ills country's future generation of ders.
that relate to youth. For most leaders who need to be nurtured
Malaysians. adult and youth and guided (particularly by the The concern about the social ills
alike, the concern for the young adults).
of youth appeared to climax. as
generation is genuine and seriit
normally happens with many
MEDIA COVERAGE
ous; for others discussing youth
other social issues, when Prime
problems is simpIy the ·in' thing The social problems that afflict Minister Dr Mahathir Mohamad
to do~ for yet a few others the dis- the youth. as defined through himself expressed his own feelcourse is carried out with the ul- dominant and popular discourses ings about the subject in public.
terior motive of seiLing the lime- in the mainstream mass media,
hght for political and personal are dadah addiction: juvenile Subsequently. 'solutions' were
gains.
crimes such as robbery. burglary, offered to combat these social
gambling, rape and prostitution; ills. The federal government proThat's why in the mainstream and other activities such as illicit posed, among other measures. the
newspapers and magazines, on sex, Lepak (loafing). bohsia and, introduction of a six-week regitelevision and radio, on the In- lately. punk culture. TV Malay- mented National Social Service
ternet, and in seminars, forums, sia, in an effort to raise aware- for students after their Sijil
workshops and religious gather- ness among its viewers, has been Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM) exings, many people have been ter- running a weekly series on juve- aminations: more religious
ribly busy discussing the so- nile crimes on prime time.
classes for Malay/Muslim stucalled youth problems in Malaydents at various levels; public
sia.
The issue has attracted so much caning for students who have
attention in the media that it has erred: prohibition of Malays from
Subsequently, some of them of- moved some people, particularly patronising karaoke lounges,
fer what seem to be solutions and politicians. parents, rei igious disco and nightclubs.

g
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How serious are the crimes
committed by the youth as opposed
to those committed by adults?
A state leader proposed that
parents whose kids are found
to have 'misbehaved' and, in
certain cases, committed
crimes be punished. Um no
Youth has set up its Brigecl
Putra to cater for Mal ay
school-going groups while
Wanita Umno is reportedly
planning to launch its Briged
Wanita soon. These 'solutions',
ahhough
wellintentioned. may not necessarily be effective and prudent.
It is perhaps crucial for us to ask
ourselves some compelling
questions. For instance, how serious is this issue? Do we have
enough facts and figures - not
only from the pollee but also
other sources such as hospitals,
government and private clinics,
NGOs. etc.- to enable us to have
a proper and holistic perspective
of the issue at hand, and subsequently to take appropriate and
effective steps? How serious are
the crimes committed by the
youth as opposed to those committed by adults? Isn't: there a
dire need to widen the discourse
and definition of what constitutes
social il1s? Shouldn't poverty be
regarded as part of the social ills
as it still exists in the midst of
the nation's affluence and it also
ggers off other kinds of social
oblems?

At the very least, we should preventoursclvcsfromhaving kneejerk reactions. We should not offer solutions that can only tackle
the symptoms and aggravate the
situation. As Dr Mahathir rightly
pointed out, we should be rational in dealing with this issue and
should try not to be hasty in suggesting solutions. We need only
to be reminded of the way some
of us reacted to the so-called
bohsia problem not too long ago:
ban teenagers from going out of
their houses from 10.00 pm till
morning. Thank God that suggestion was not taken too seriously
by the authorities.
MORAL PANIC
In addition, as many of us are
primarily informed of this issue
solely by the mainstream media
we have to be cautious and critical of the media coverage. In
Britain, for instance, media coverage of a certain social issue that
was exaggerated. sensationalised
and blown out of proportion led
to what is called a moral panic.

Moral panic refers to a situation
whereby members of the mainstream society view the actions
of certain marginal groups as not
only deviant but also threatening
to tbei r whole way of 1i fe and the
values that they cherish. The increased coverage of such 'dcviA/iran Mcmtlrl)' 1997: 17(5) Page 12

ant' activities by the mainstream
media would alert the collective
consciousness of the mainstream
society. which in turn provokes
the call for urgent steps and action to combat a perceived 'social menace' .
ln other word!.. a moral panic
could conveniently justify and
legitimise mea..,urel> that may be
regarded as cocrcn:e, harsh and
undemocratic - much to the delight of a few people whose hidden agenda is to push for greater
social control of society.
POSSIBLE
UNDERLYINQ CAUSES

Despite the lack. of compreshensive data on the social problems involving the youth in Malay~ia, we feel that social il1s have
risen due to a certain type of
socio-economic development
that the country has pun.ued over
the years - leading to changes
that manifest themselves in
physical. moral, religious. philosophical, and economic terms.
• YOUTH AND THE
URBANISATION PROCESS

Firstly, the physical environment.
particularly in the urban centres.
in modern and industriali<-.ing
Malaysia is largely not conducive
to a worldview that treasures a
sense of community. health) and
wholesome living. and various
forms of relaxation. In concrete
terms, most of our cities and
towns are now bereft of parks.
open spaces and e'en children's
playground. Mo.;t de,·elopers
have a tendency to ravage anything that is green and hill) and

capable of bringing in heaps of
money. The result: youths and
adults do not have enough open
spaces where they can release
their boundless mental and
physical energies in creative
ways.
At a park, (or instance, young
people could feel inspired to
experiemenL with their talents
especially in cultural activities.
sucl1 as playing music, singing,
reciti ng poems, delivering a
powerful speech, playing with
kites, staging an impromptu
play, etc. They could do all this
without being instructed by
adults or the authorities.ln shon,
the young, bubbling with ideas
and energy, may not require an
activity that is terribly structured
and regimented.
Besides ,
their
parents ,
neighbours, friends, etc. could
also use the park to relax, to enjoy the beauty of nature (without the air pollution), to
socialise. ln short. the park could
be an ideal place to create that
much needed sense of community and neighbourliness in an
otherwise alienating urban setting. The so-called modern
lifestyle and market-driven society with all its rush and time-ismoney philosophy, however,
does not allow many working
people to congregate in and enjoy these gardens and parks.
Second, due to the lack of open
spaces, many young people in
urban areas are compelled to
congregate in shopping complexes. Here many of them bang

out, or, to borrow the popular ln our daily lives, the concern for
term, Lepak, and seek some form ideals and virtues such as honof relaxation, ranging from hav- esty. justice human dignity, and
ing chats with friends, to ogling compassion has, by and large.
at members of the opposite sex, become a subject of academic
to eyeing goods displayed in and religious study at best, and a
shops, to watching a cultural pet topic of exploitative politishow at the shopping complex, cians at worse.
to playing the video arcade
games, and to eating together at Like many adults, young pepple
fast food joints.
too are caught up in this materialist pursuil, the religion of
For many of them this is the one money today. Some youths
way to relieve themselves from would strive hard academically or
the the hectic schedule and aca- professionally to achieve their
demic pressures of school life. material desi res; others would
For some others, the shopping beg, borrow or steal (or even kill
complex is a getaway from their or kidnap) to achive their dreams;
congested low-cost flats. Unfor- yet another group resorts to drugs
tunately, for some of them. the so as to cushion the impact of
shopping complex becomes their having failed to fulfil theirexpecescapist paradise, a haven for in- tations.
nocent and not-so-innoccnt.bad
Thus, in many cases. the problem
habits.
lies not with young people per se
• A MATERIALISTIC
but with the kind of modern maLIFESTYLE
terialist environment in which the
The dizzying pace of socio-eco- youths find themselves.
nomic development and
•THE FAMILY
industrialisation in Malaysia has
INSTITUTION
Jed to a change in our social valUNDER THREAT
ues, a snift that has caused havoc
especially among our youth. The Family, as many would argue, is
things displayed in the windows an important social institution
of shopping complexes and those which could act as a gJue for the
advertised in the mass media all whole society. Howcver, lhe push
point to one thing: materialism and pull of modern living has
threatened the survival of this inthat is rearing its ugly bead.

Adults who socialise in high-class
coHee houses and exclusive clubs
should also be reprimanded for
wasting their precious time.
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stitution.
Tn many cases. both parents have
to work to make ends meet; there
are also some parents who have
to hold down two jobs in order
to keep pace with the rising costs
of living and the demands of
their children's education. Factory production workers, for instance, have to work on shifts
that do not allow for much family interaction.
For company executives, for instance, working beyond the normal office hours and late into the
evenings is a choice they
themselve make because, they
feel it is a mark of excellence,
competitiveness and industriousness - values that are often held
up as part and parcel of modern
industrial life.

changing socio-economic environment and shifting social values, a substantial number of
youths have been attracted to
politicians and business people in
their search for role models. Unfortunately, many politicians and
business people, at least judging
from recent experiences, aren"t
exactly shining examples for the
young. In fact, quite a number of
them have been linked to shady
financial arrangements and
money politics.
The situation is made more complicated, if not confusing. for the
youths because of double standards in society. Take for instance, the issue of Lepak. If it is
really considered an unhealthy
activity, then the adults- be they
company executives, professionals, politicians, etc. - who
socialise in high-class coffee
houses and exclusive cl ubs
should also be reprimanded for
wasting their precious time.

Parents, particularly those living
in urban areas where a support
system in the form of an extended famjly is no longer the
norm, are compelled to leave Or to rake another example, a
thei r children with the leader who is linked to a sex
neighbours, at the creche, nurs- scandal should not be excused,
ery, etc. Given this situation, it or lightly sentenced, by the auis important therefore that em- thorities, but should be given
ployers should see to it that they the same punishment as a youth
provide these crucial facilities who has committed a similar
within their premises to enable crime. If anything, the politiparents to keep an eye on their cian should receive a heavier
children during office hours. To penalty and punishment as he
suggest that mothers should or she is expected to provide
leave their jobs to take care of leadership by example to the
their children not only sounds rakyat, especially the young
unfair but sexist.
people.
• LACK OF ROLE MODELS
Many young people require role
model to emulate. Due to the

arc staring at us now are associated with the larger question
of democracy and development.
In a civil society that we are
struggling to create, citizens adults and young people alikeshould have the right and democratic space to express their
views on the way their society
is heading. By doing so, youths
in particular would have a
greater sense of purpose or at
least a sense of political and
cultural identity which is so
crucial in their troubled journey
ro adolescence. And as part of
their growing up, lhe::y, lik~
other human beings, need the
space to fall and rise again, to
make silly mistakes and correct
them later. Regimentation is not
the panacea.
In addition, discussion of 'social
ills' should also involve the participation of the youths themselves as expected in a democracy. This would instil in them
some sense of belonging.

The kind of development that
our country is going through
now can be dehumanising and
alienating. The fanatical obsession with, for instance, highrise condominiums. shopping
complexes, political power and
material wealth at the expense
of human dignity, compassion,
justice and love, among others
is something which we as adults
should not pass on to our children. lf this is not redressed in
time and effecti' ely. we and our
• LACKOF
younger ones ')tand to Jo~e the
DEMOCRAnC SPACE
real meaning of our own existMany so-called social ills that ence on this planet. Q
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We welcome letters from readers. These may be edited for purposes of space and
clarity. The views may not be those of AURAN MONTHLY. Pseudonyms ore
accepted but all letters should include the writer's nome and address. letters.
should preferably be typewntten with double spocing; If handwritten they should
be legible. letters should be addressed to the Editor, AURAN MONTHLY.

PENSIONERS BETRAYED
BY "'WWRKERS'

CHAMPIONS"

I

Tam appalled at the perilous course
that me claim for fuU pensions has
taken - ever since the Prime
Minister's announcement of the
award- and its sad fate. Full pen'> ion would have been based on a
pensioners' total years of service instead of just twenty-five years of
pensionable service. 1n the Light of
the fact that all non-pensionable
workers (those under the EPF
scheme) enjoy the full benefits of
employers· contributions for the entire period of their service, the failure to reward pensioners for their
full period of service is a colossaJ
injustice. which the Prime Minister
had so generously intended to rectify.
The tragedy of it aU is that the partics that colluded in the fuJI pension
award are those very persons who
were least expected to do so. Senior
members of the Civil Service with
the collusion of CUEPACS and
NUTP leaders hijacked a pension
award that was all but given (something not so widely disclosed) -

merely to serve U1cir short-sighted
personaJ imerests. Tt aU seems so
hypocriticaJ, especially when they
claim to be 'public servants' and
'workers' champions'! How such
people can claim to place "service
hefore self' or to support the goal
of '"a caring society" defies understanding.
The entire scenario smacks of me
culture of money, which the Prime
Minister warned could corrode the
national fabric and overwhelm the
entire country.
When a handful of public servants
acting more like 'public masters·
with almost cloak-and-dagger precision. surrepticiously help themselves to salary revisions of as much
as 114 per cent and allowances
equally massive, one is left to wonder: what selfless service, what service to the nation, wbat sense of devotion to duty, what sense of justice
can the nation ever expect of them?!
Those "hijackers" repeatedly expressed the fear that the Government
would find it impossible to endure
the burden of massive increases in
pension payments to increasing
numbers of pensioners. Surely, they
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are aware that tbe Government's suc..
cessful privatisation schemes have
contributed towards improving efficiency, raising government income,
and drastically cutting costs. More
can be expected from the
privatisation of other government
operations. The nation will thus exude greater dynanism and efficiency.
Eventually, the pubHc sector will
become less unwieldy and more efficient. So where is the burden on
the govenment of paying pensioners
full pensions based on their entire period of service?
The civil service's union leadership
seem to be nursing dreams of becoming '·corporate-style trade union
leaders," seeking the company of
corporate leaders, high-ranking civil
servants and political leaders. Their
act of betrayal over the pensioners'
right to full pension is yet another
example of the price ordinary members have had to pay as their leaders
court such illustrious company. Perhaps CUEPACS and NUTP leaders
should reassess their roles as genuine workers' representatives. No,
they should ask themselves whether,
in view of the considerably secure
tenure of workers in the public sector. public sector unions are indeed
not an anachronism.
With the growing shortage oflabour,
more enlightened employer attitudes
and a more caring and accountable
civil service employer, do we really
need the kind of trade union leaders
we often encounter, masquarading a.,
workers' champions?
Meanwhile, anxious pensioners will
continue to watt for £heir right to full
pensions, the prospect of which look
increa<;ingly rum.

F Xavier FeTTUlndez
Petaling } aya

IRAN SHOULD

REUASE
ALL IRAQI POWS
(A letter to President A A
Rafsanjani of Iran, through HE
Mr Hosseio Fereydoun, The Ambassador of Iran in Kuala Lumpur)
The Malaysian-Traqi Friendship Association (MlFA) prc<.,CnLc; iL<; htghest compliments and have the
honour to make. m rhe name of Allah, and in rhe good name of Islam.
a solemn appeal to Your Excellencies to comply with Security Council Resolution 598 ( 1987) and Third
Geneva Convention to expeditiously release and repatriate under
International Red Cross supervision
alllraqi POWs l'.till miserably languishing in your POW camps
We arc informed that about 18.275
Iraqi POWs are still m your POW
camps. They have endured much
pain and sufferings and no reasons.
grounds or rationale can possibly be
acceptable to justify their continued
detention. Iran is an lslamic Republic. It cannot be seen as a country
that practises such injustices, violating international behaviour, laws
and noons notably Article 118 of the
Third Geneva Convention.
MIFA also condemns any mistreatment of forei!,'ll nationals in any
country and most humbly seeks
your benevolence to help determine
the fate of another 63.796 Iraqis believed to be 'missing in action' during the unfortunate and most tragic
war between the two great fraternal
Islamic nations, Iran and Iraq.

is a pity Arab and hlamic nations,
articularly great nations Like Iran
nd Iraq have played into the hands

~

of American imperialil.tic politics of
deep Zionist designs intended to divide and rule or pitch them against
each other. These evil policies only
serve to destabilise regional security.
exploit their resources and cause intense suffering. The ulterior motive
is to deMroy Islamic infrastructure,
impede industrial development.
erode military strcngh and keep the
Arab and Islamic populations
around the world always confused
about each other. The stench of
genocide. mostly of Muslims. has
never been stronger.
The very nations that claim to be the
champion for rights, freedom and
justice are responsible for perpetuating aggression and grossly violating all international conventions on
politics and human rights, contrary
to Article 24 of the UN Charter.
While the developed countries are
enjoying luxunes and launching
themselves into the space and information technology age. most Arab
and Islamic countries wilh meir sizeable populations arc still lingering
ages behind, under severe physical
and mental suffering. It is time rhat
the energy and resources of Arab and
Islamic nations wasted in hostilities
against each other is used to emancipate themselves. to fend off the interference of the US and its allies in
the region, and to get on with development to improve standards of living. We dread to think. in the light
of the present situation, the kind of
world we are going to bequeath to
our next generation.
MTFA calls upon you to immediately
set aside what ever differences and
fmd common grounds for mutually
rewarding peace, cooperation and
development through cooperations.
MIFA calls upon fran and lraq, two
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great, fraternal countries rich in
civilisation. to start the ball rolling
with
respect
and
good
neighbourliness. and to pursue sincere initiatives to honour and fully
implement all their obligations under pa!o,t and future bilateral concurrences.
Again, MTFA most humbly requests
your kind benevolence to release all
Iraqi POWS still under your detention. to help trdce all those still missing, to restore peace in the region. to
show restraint in differences and to
build up mutually rewarding links.
Islam ts the religion of peace. It is
not possible then. that the product
and the practitioners of this religion
should be otherwise.
May Allah bless us all.
Sarajun Hoda bin Abdul Hassan
Protem Chainnan
Ma!IJy~>ia-lraqi Friendship
Associntilm

PM MUST DECLARE
HISASSOS
PRM i~ happy that the government
is beginning to take action on those
involved with corruption and abuse
of power.
Although up to now the cases that
have been brought to book are relatively small, we hope and believe
that rhe Prime Minister and Deputy
Prime Mtnistcr will continue to act
more firmly again-;t much bigger

ca-.es.
agree~ that politicians and
administrators mu"t not onl) be
clean but <;ceo to be clean. Therefore, we urge that the declaration
of assetl> by wcibl rakyar. cxco

PRM

members and ministers to M enreri
Besar/Chief Minister and Prime
Minister should be made for themselves, their wives, their children,
as well as brothers and sisters.
Each declaration st10uld be made
openly ~o that it can be scrutinised
by the public.
As for U1e Prime Minister, he must
make his declaration to Parliament,
not only for himself, but also for his
wife, his children and close relatives.
PRM also agrees with the Prime
Minister that action shouJd be taken
even against a friend. We are unhappy that no action has so far been
taken against those involved in the
Perwaja scandaL although nearly
two years have passed. The Deputy
Prime Minister bad disclosed in Parliament that a sum ofRM76.4 million was paid through a company
that did not exist. Why was this
straightforward complaint not
quickly inves tigated into and dealt
with?
Perwaja lost. in total, over RM3 bHlion, which hal- now been written
off. There is an accumulated bank
loan of about RM7 billion that has
not been paid off. But until today
we have not been told if the Executive Chairman, Tan Sri Eric Chia,
has been investigated. How long
does the public have to wait before
it is told what has happened to its
own money?
PRM is very impressed with the
quick and firm actions taken by the
South Korean authorities on the
scandal of its own steel company,
Hanbo. It puts us to shame.
Dr Syed Husin Ali
President PRM
Kuala Lumpur

] ~~ ]
Thanks to the outspoken Ordinary
NUTP Members from Jitra for their
letter "Money politics in the
NliTP?" lAM 1997: 17(2)]. as aresult of which the NUTP Kedah
brancb was forced to cancel the
seminar and carry on only with the
biennial general meeting (BGM) in
Langkawi.
This did not, however. cancel out the
element of money politics because
those who attended were the handpicked school representatives for
whom special arrangements had
been made to spend two nights in
Langkawi. Only this select group of
about 100 was told of the special arrangements while the rest of the
5,000 strong NUTP membership in
Kedah was kept in the dark.

Why this pilih kasilz (favouritism)?
Could the meeting rightly be called
a general meeting of the membets,
or was it really a school-representatives' meeting?
If holding a political ceramah (a talk
or discussion) in a chartered bus is
deemed a conupt act; if throwing a
dinner for a group of delegates of a
political party is another corrupt act,
can the conduct of the NUTP Kedah
branch relating to the holding of its
biennial general meeting be any less
corrupt?
Incidently, the branch also threw a
dinner for those who attended the
BGM under the guise of a farewell
dinner for its retiring chairman!
Again the fact of this 'farewell dinner' was not made known to all the
5,000 members, though it was announced at the meeting that all members were invited.
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Yet in their opening speeches the
leaders, Abdul Manap Hj Ahmad
(Chairman of the Kcdah Branch) and
Abu Bakar B Shaw kat Ali (President
of the NUTP) were speaking of
transparency!
NUTP-brand transparency
Kulim

I refer to the report in The Star, May

5, quoting MIC President Datuk Seri
S Samy Yellu as saying that lndians
in estates should not hope for handouts and stop begging for monthly
salaries and other basic amenities .
Since when did the estate Indians beg
the MlC for a more prosperous life
or even if they had what is on the
silver plate?
To begin with their wages. In 1968,
a rubber estate labourer was only
paid RM3.1 0 as daily wages. After
much n~:gutiatiouthis was increased
to RM4.30 in 1979. Seven years later
it went up to RM7.90 in 1986, then
toRM8.75 in 1990and finally a mere
RMlO.OOin mid-90s. An increase of
only RM7 .00 over a period of 20
years, at a time when Malaysia was
bailed as being one of the few countries in the world which have had a
double digit economic growth.

Is this an economic miracle or an act
of MIC's generosity?
Historians will note that the National
Union of Plantation Workers
(NUPW) hand in hand with MIC
were the forefathers who painstakingly negotiated such a deal with the
Malaysian Agricultural Producers
Association (MAPA). Perhaps without these forefathers it would have
been an increase of only RM6.00 and

not RM7.00!
The history of struggle between
labour and management testifies to
the extent the traditionally disadvantaged labouring class has been left
out of the mainstream of national developmcnL Every attempt at even
mode!>I improvements in wages and
living conditiom. for labourers has
been contested and in most cases
successfully resisted by management. This legacy dates back to the
early 1940s when labourers who
staged a strike demanding higher
wages were shot to kill by the then
management in Sungai Sedu Estate.
Maybe MIC did not come with the
shield to protect them then because
it was only formed in I 946.
But where were they in 1990 when
a nationwide stril-..c was staged by
plantation labourers demanding for
monthly wages?
An ad-hoc committee consi'>ting of
high-powered officials including
Oatuk Seri Samy Vellu was formed
and this resulted in the daily wage
being raised from R M7. 90 to
RM8.75 for rubber tappers. general
and field labourers. ln itself this is
only a meagre sum of 85 cents a day
or RM20 per month (assuming 24
days· work), a pay rise of only RM4
a year (since the wage-rate was la.st
changed five years ago). It is certainly the lowest rate of wage revision in any industry in the country!
Time and time again it was the solidarity of the labourer~ which provided them their very salvation and
not people who visited them once
every five years.

Recent repons following a research
conducted by the Malaysian Medical Association and the health ministry revealed that the ba!>ic amerutie~> in plantation sector were at the

poorest level and totaUy neglected
by the management. Desptte large
productivity gains and profit margins, estates have one important feature in common - perststent poveny.
From it'> inception the plantation has
been a highly intensive capitalistic
enterpnse with a profit ~trategy
based upon minimal labour costs.
Thousands of dollars were invested
yearly in the maintenance of elaborate nurseries for scientific research.
The impoverished hving standards
of labourer-.. in effect. subsidized
technological improvements in the
rubber industry and the comfortable
living standard!> of top supervisory
personnel and contributed to the
high profits enjoyed by the rubber
industry.
United Planting Association of
Malaysia's president Khoo Khee
Ming said the plantauon indw.try
had contributed to nation-building
like no other industry had and its potential for wealth remained undiminished (The Star. May 13). Yet the
labourers, who are the core contributors to this wealth. gain nothing and
are being told to stop begging. Ts justice being served here?
Malaysian Indian Congress or perhap!> Oaruk Sen S Samy Vellu
should seriously look. back into history and ponder ror a moment the
sacrifice and good deeds contributed
by the very society he insults.

It was these people who had stood
by MTC during the early years and
helped to form Matka Holdings.
NESA. NLFCS and other MTC business ventures.
Perhaps it is even time for the Indian labourers to actually evaluate
what the MIC or Dutuk Seri S Samy
Vel lu has actually contributed to
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their well being in return for their
undivided loyalty that bas made him
the longc-.t <.,ervmg MlC president.
All that I recall wa.-; OatukSeri shedding tears in an MIC gathering saywg that after 17 year-; at lhc helm of
MlC leadership he didn' 1do enough.
I suggest the next time MTC come~
lurking into the estate with some
proposition on some business venture and asks for financial assistance
teJl them loud and clear To Stop
Begging!!
Vasu Yaranian
Kuala Lumpur

,___P_R0_5_~
_LIC11YE

_ _ _?_ _]

The selective prosecution of Lim
Guan hng for offences under the
Pnnring Presses and Publications Act
and the Sedition Act ha.-. mised many
questions
not just regarding the
impartiality and mtegrity or the office or the Attorney General but also
concerning the interrelated issues
such as justice and truth a.'l a foundation or a civil society, especially
in protecting the poor and the vulnerable segment of society from
abuse.
There is also a negative message in
thi\ for Malaysians. especially the
middle-class which demonstrates
that matenal advancements and opportunities are more important than
issues such as crusading against corruption and abuse or power which is
seemingly regarde~ as a waste of
time. Thi\ is due to the fact thal the
Government only pays lip-servtce
and tal\cs pani'an view of corruption There doe,n"t seem to be a decisive and holistic action programme
to combat such abu.....e~.
Ronald
lpoh

-

-

--

-·

-remove Lim Keng Yaik from the
Cabinet, then he should at least
send him for a short course on
diplomacy. We know Keng Yaik
is vel) proud of his street-fighter
style but, unless the Gerakan enjoys coming across as some
backstreet gang or urban triad.
they should try to restrain their
president or start looking for a
new one. The present one is really bad for the party's image.
Keng Yaik s shoot-lrom-themouth style puts Samy Vellu to
shame and was initial!)' blamed
for BN's defeat in the Teluk Intan
by-election (he, in tum, blamed
reports in a Chinese paper although he stopped short of suing
the paper which, under pressure
from the Home Ministry. decided
to apologise). But post-mortem
reports have since shown that the
real culprit for the loss was not
Keng Yaik but Tok Mat. The latter had apparently changed the
time for the weekly Tamil movies to an earlier slot and that bad
angered the lndian voters. So, is
that cause for a new Information
Minister in the Cabinet?

I

Rumours of a Cabinet reshuffle
have floated around since the I
Umno elections last year. For
some it is a dream of positions
to come, for others (who are
likely to be dropped), a nightmare. The latest reshuffle lineup was recenlly speculated in I
great detail in a local newspaper.
Chua .Tui Meng : If only
Anwar Ibrahim, it seems, is go- 1
he was just as adepr
ing new places (no, not the top; ing to be photographed in every
not yet!); Siti Zahara is going up: report on the disease.
Ting Chew Peh is going nowhere; and Muhyiddin Yassin is Also, the PM should take pity on
going out. Ling Liong Sik, the Malaysians- and Singaporeans- Meanwhile one would have
paper reported, will take over by quickly giving a post to Umno thought that Keng Yaik would
MlTl- now that is nightmare for Youth chiefZahid Hamidi before have learnt some re!.traint by then
us! Chua Jui Meng will move the chap tries yet another gim- but, no. He went on to charge that
from health to manpower which mick to attract Mahathir's arten- RM600 million was missing from
is timely because we are sick to tion. The first Lime he tried to be RlSDA's replanting fund. The
death of the man bogging every clever, innocent people got ar- news caused a furore and. for a
phoro-opponunity he can at the rested; the second lime, he nearly while, people thought there
expense of babies. children and severed ties between Malaysia would also be a change in the
old people whether they arc and Singapore. He must be Rural Development Ministry.
healthy, sick, handicapped or dy- stopped before he decides to Needless to say, "The Mouth"
ing. If only he was just as adept move on to ASEAN level and the blamed the media (agai n!) ,
at getting the au~horities to move I only way to stop him is a Cabi- claimed he did not even know the
on the Coxsackie scare than try- net post. And if the PM cannot meaning of /esap (an admission

I

I
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F truly shameful for a Minister) 1 shortly after the event, every- lost the Wanita Umno race to Siti
and probably expected the news- I where he went, reporters would Zahara, then she showed her
paper which highlighted the re- 1 ask him what he or the MlC in- lousy leadership recently over the
port to apologise. Instead. tendedtodofortheclimbers. He Missing/Recovered Funds beRISDA's Senior Officers' Union had to remind them that the longing to the women's wing.
demanded that the Mini 'iter • climbers were Malaysians (he When the funds were still at Lhe
J apologise to RISDA for the makes sense once in a while). missing stage. she begun making
bloop. Well, Minister, we are Evidently, the original purpose of one public statement after another
waiting. And try not to fracture J scaling this mountain of moun- that she had nothing to do with
the national language in the pro- ~ tains has been forgotten. When its disappearance. Her aim was to
cess.
the PM made the suggestion, he clear her own name because, by
J was thinking of chalking up an- then, everyone in the party knew
other Malaysia Boleh record. But that the two persons responsible
scrape a little beneath this Boleh for the disappearing accounts
thing and we will find the Ugly were the secretary and the treaMany Malaysians were elated Malaysian who equates every- surer. loyal supporters of hers. in
the previous Wanita council.
when news came that the Malay- thing to money.
sian team had finally made it to
the top of Everest A top of the Millions of Ringgit was spent on When the money- or most of itworld feeling. one might say. but the Everest expedition. a great finally reappeared. she took to
which, unfortunately, did not last 1 portion of which came from the blaming the ne-w council for not
long. Mediareportsofthe team's tax-payers' pocket Without this immediately taking over the acachievement have since been sponsorship. some of the climb- counts. She obviously did not
criticised as discriminatory to the ers would not even have reached know her facts for as reports have
ethnic background of the two the foot of Everest let alone scale revealed, the new council tried
Malaysians who planted our it. ll was fully paid for, from the several times to get the old team
country's flag at the top. The 1 socks on their feet to the Coke to hand over the ftles but were
media, going by leuers penned I that they were reported to have ignored. Perhaps, Rafidah should
by Indian Malaysians to the me- flown up by helicopter from the take a leaf from her new boss Siti
dia, did not play up the story the town below. lr is not as if they 1 Zabara and. that is. keep her
way it should have been. In their were a bunch of kids who lumped mouth shut on the issue unless she
- I view. the news of the team's together their life's savings to do wants to admit that she has poor
achievement should have been the country proud. lf anything judgement in choosing people to
the day's headlines. True, the else. the outcome of the Everest work under her.
media should have made greater expedition has shown the racial
hype of the event than it did that undercurrents that continue to The talk within Umno now is that
day; at the same time, those mak- 1 permeate our society and the the two Wanita leaders who were
ing the charges seem to view the 1 creeping materialism that is sacked for the disgracefuJ affair
two successful climbers as lndi- threatening to engulf almost ev- 1 bad taken the money not for
ans ftrst. then Malaysians.
erything we do. Imagine what an lhemselve~ but because they had
expedition to the Antarctic would the wild idea that they could put
And if these arguments of racial unearth!
it aside for Rafidah · s comeback
discrimination were not disturbcampaign- 1t\ hard to imagine
ing enough. groups began dethat one of them ts a trained ac- t- manding that the climbers should
countant! Rafidab may be a hotbe rewarded. In fact, Samy Vellu If U mno 's Rafidah Aziz. showed j shot in international trade but she
L~as said to have complained-th_a_t_ h_e_r_p_oo_ r_s_portsmanship when she fails miserably as a person and a

I

•

I

I

I

I
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leader. She failed to stand by
those loyal to her and she failed
to choose people of integrity to
work under her. But, as they say,
that's (Malaysian) politics!

- ....

I the conventions and where does :
it find itself? At the bottom of the
heap. Yes, yes, life is so unfair.

In another letter-to-the-editor, a
Malaysian student (incidentally,
from a uni_versity ?ere wh_ich was
not even m the list) whined on
aboutthesubjectivityoftheranking, insisting that a more accul rate picture would have involved
ranking the universities on research work done and innovative
I ideas produced. r hate to say this,
but if that had been the case, our
dear horne-brew universities
might have landed even further
~ down the Jist. Very limited research of substance is coming 1
from our uni versities and often,
lecturers are passing off translations of English-language works
into Bahasa Malaysia as " re- I
search." Ask any lecturer and he
or she will tell you that the majority of students can't even put
together a proper bibliography.

CJ.j.'iM[i§ij•n•ij;jiej I

Two Malaysian universities
'made it within the top 20 of in
Asia week's top 50 universities in
Asia (Universiti Malaya in No II
and Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia in No 20). The ranking that
had Tokyo University perched at
theapexrankled,especiallysince
government propaganda bas it
that Malaysia is a "centre for acadcmic excellence." But 11th
place for the country's premier
university and 20th for its national university doesn't quite
conjure a picture of glittering excellence. And as though rubbing
salt into injury. the National University of Singapore was up there
in fourth place.

"Power 50", probably because Dr
Mahathir was rated the second
most powerful person in Asia just below China's Jiang ZeJllin
I and over President Suharto oflndonesia. That's Malaysia for you
- high threshold for praise and
flattery and low threshold for
J criticism. Anything good about
I the country is the gospel truth
whereas our response to anything
negative or critical usually falls
under one of the following categories:

I

I

I

I

1

1

A: Theyarejealousofoursuccess;
They
are trying to undermine
B:
our success,·
1
C: Who are they to tell us we are
wrong;
D: This is the Asian way;
E: All of the above.
Dr M 's buddy Daim Zainuddin

And if UM and UKM are less And quite interestingly, the above
than excellent, then what would student also suggested that "anythat make all those colleges and body with 100 fill-up forms could
twinning centres that have come up with his or her own I
cropped up like bean sprouts in ranking of the 'best' universities.
the last decade? One dreads to All ittakes are stamps, envelopes
offer an adjective or to imagine and probably a computer softthe sort of graduates they are waretocalculatetbefinalresult"
churning out. Naturally, the rank- ~ One wonders whether the student 1
ing brought forth a stream of pro- in question adopts the same
tests. For instance, an academic crooked approach to his studies. Daim: Placed No.32 - one
from USM wrote a rather defen- If he does, then one can begin to
sive letter to a local newspaper understand why we are not the was placed 32, while his beir-apabout the ranking; USM had centre of academic excellence parent Anwar Ibrahim was a place
ended up in the second last spot 1 that the government tells us we 1 below Daim. Just goes to show
(49th) because it had not submit- are.
that reserved seats are not worth
ted data for the survey. Poor
as much as genuine antique furUSM, it thought it could be dif- ~ Meanwhile, no one was com- ~ niture.
~ercnt, refuse to conform, ignore plaining about Asiaw
_ee_ k_'_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-=:......::........_.,_~

I
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Most of us imagine that we are
now very sophisticated and upto-date just because we have
the Twin Towers in KL, know
words like "Mu ltimedia Super
Corridor" and have a taste for
European cuisine (pizza and
spaghetti-lah!). But the ridicuIons fuss over KRU's concert
tour shows that we are just a
confused bunch of people with
a fascination for tall buildings,
big words and fad food. Otherwise, how do you explain a pop
concert taking up valuable
Cabinet time and the subject of
a state-organised public debate
in Kedab?

Penang decided to play safe,
afraid to say yes for fear of falling out with the national hypocritical stand and afraid to say no
for fear of God knows what. The
1
Chief Minister came up with the
lame excuse that "it was waiting
for more information" (a Line as
tiresome as "we are looking into
it"). Meanwhile the PAS government in Kelantan trumpeted that
the state bans proved that people
arebeginningtoacceptPASideas
on entertainment. What rubbish!
Allitproves:is that silliness is not
exclusive to a few politicians.

I

I

~

-

in the ACA again? This seemed
to be the case in Malacca as one
key figure after another were
charged with various acts of corruption. They included a former
state exco member, the aide of the
recently deceased chief minister
and a former director of the Malacca Municipal Council. And
that coming so soon after the resignation
of Muhammad
Muhammad Taib. And if that was
not enough, oneofMuhammad's
closest political ally Datuk Aini
has been dropped from the new
MB 's state exco. The MB said
DatukAini wished to concentrate
on business, a nice way of saying that the guy was bad news.
All sorts of speculations are circulating about the fate of Datuk
Aini and it is doubtful that he has
had a good night's sleep since.

KRU is fairly decent Malay pop
group of three brothers who produce passably enjoyable music.
They wear decent clothes and do
not pierce their ears, nose or
belly-buttons nor do they wear
tattoos or lipstick. Yet, the politicalfuroreovertheirconcerttour
has been astounding to say the
least. Politicians, who in their
youths were crazy about the
Beatles and Rolling Stones
banned the group's concerts in
their states. No specific reasons
were given - that's the "Asian
way" (read authoritarian) for
you. The Selangor Government
merely claimed to fear "negative
effects on youth''. Kedah banned
the show after a debate where the
MB bad the last say. Perlis also
imposed a ban that seems to im- In the meantime, the acting PM
ply the small slate contains has warned Sabah politicians that
small -minded politicians.
the government will go ahead
A/iran Monthly 1997: 17(5) Page 22
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We have also often criticised Dr
M but this is one instance he
must be commended for the
clear message now going out to
politicians who equate politics
I with lining their private pockets. Besides going for the cor{ rupt, perhaps, Dr M should also
put to pasture those who have
out-stayed their usefulness and
should have, long ago, made
way for others. lL is said that the
present changes have been made
possible by the dissolution of
Semangat46. For many years, Dr
~ M had to keep the incompetent
in their positions and an eye
closed on the corrupt for fear that
they could cross over to the other 1
1 side and undermine hh. own hold 1
on power within umno. But the
return of the dissident::. to the
mother ship seems to have freed
the Umno president from these
previous constraints. One can
only hope that the clean-up is not
a flash-in-the-pan phenomenon
and that it wi11 be more successful than attempts to clean up our
public toilets.

I

I Are we seeing the teeth put back

I

1 withitsanti-corruptiondriveeven
if there are threats of cross-overs
to the opposition. Now, that is the
kind of talk we like to hear although we can't help but remember that for many years, it was the
1 BN which did a great deal of the
1 paying for politicians to cross
over to the BN. The support of
Sabah politicians was traded like
commodity and many an assem1 blyman became overnight millionaires in such exercises.
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ACCOUNTABILITY

POSER FOR ABB:

ARE WE ANY LESS
A CIVIL SOCIETY
THAN EUROPE?
Memorandum by the Coalition of Concemed NGOs
on Bakun for the dialogue with ABB
Corporate Staff Environmental
Affairs. the Gabungan would like
to raise a number of unanswered
questions which the public are
most concerned about. We maintain that as a multinational corporation which professes to practice
a caring, responsible corporate culture, ABB cannot simply pass the
buck on to the federal and state
government<; or Ekran.

g

he Coalition of Concerned NGOs on Bakun
(Gabungan) welcomes
this dialogue with ABB(AseaBrown Boveri), the main contractor involved in the Bakun project,
even though the diversion tunnels
are near completion and the construction of the dam proper is
about to begin. That this meeting
is taking place at ali is progress.
This contrasts with the treatment
of Gabungan representatives on

We do not harbour any delusions
that ABB will abandon the project
although this has been our demand
all along and will continue to be
30 September 1996 when we vis- our main demand. However. ABB
ited the Kuala Lumpur office~ of has to take responsibility for any
ABB to submit a memorandum on future disasters that may affect the
Bakun. only to be unceremoni- natives, the em ironment. the dam.
ously asked to leave the premises. downstream effecb. the submarine
cables, not forgetting disastrous
At the outset, we would like to electricity tariffs for Malaysian
point out to ABB that no credible consumers as a resull of the Bakun
Malaysian NGO has openly sup- projccl.
ported the Bakun project. NeverACCESS TO VITAL
theless. at this dialogue with the
INFORMATION
A BB team headed by Mr Jan
Stromblad, SVP, Head of ABB Docs AB B believe that the prin-
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ciple of access to information in a
democracy should be any Less
stringent in Malaysia than in Europe? IJ not, why is viLal information -regarding the resettlement
plan, compensation for the affcctednatives and feasibility studies done on the project -1;t:ill hidden from the public'?
The Malaysian High Court recently ruled that the rights of the
aJ:Iected natives have been severely infringed. Although the
Appeal Court later legalised the
project, the vital issues concerning adherence to ELA procedures
and the human rights of the affected natives were not addressed.
The Gabungan demands that ABB
ensures the same access to vital information on Bak:un that applies
in Europe.

ACCESS TO
THE PRCNECT SITE
Does ABB beHeve that it is acceptable to Swedish people or
Europeans if an e ntire region is
declared a security area just because there is an infrastructure
project going on? Jf not, how can
ABB acceptthefactlhat the whole
Bak:un area ba'i been declared a
security zone'! Are we any less a
civibociety lhanEurope? Ls ABB
aware that Dr Wang Weilou, a
darn expert from Dortmund University has been denied entry into
Sarawak to study the Bakun dam
project?
The Gabungan demands that A B B
ensures that the concerned public
be allowed free access to the
Bakun site without prior invitations by Ekran Bhd.

RESETTLEMENT AND
COMPENSATION OF THE
AFFECTED NATIVES

tronic media regarding the environmental disasters caused by large
dams.

Does ABB believe it is morally
right that the project should have
started when the resettlement plan
and the detailed compensation proposal for the natives have thus far
not been publicised? What steps
have been taken by ABB to ensure
that the mistakes of the socially disastrous Batang Ai resettlement
scheme are not repeated in the
Bakun rese£tlcment plan? Is it true
that the affected natives have been
given only three acres per family
when they were promised three
hectares?

The Gabungan demands that ABB
clarifies to the public such glaring
inconsistencies and double standards in dumping unacceptable
dam technology in the- Bak:un
project and states clearly to what
extent they will be held responsible
for any mishap in the future.

The Gabungan demands that A BB
consults the affected natives immediately and ensure that they and
the Malaysian public are given
access to the actual resettlement
and compensation plans as soon as
possible. The Gabungan holds
AB B equally responsible for any
reneging by the authorities on earlier promises of compensation and
future problems arising from this
resettlement.

DUMPING OF
UNACCEPTABLE
TECHNOLOGY (IN THE
WEST) ON MALAYSIA
Sweden, ABB's registered home
country has long abandoned largescale hydroelectric projects because of the detrimental environmental and social effects of large
dams. The W odd Bank has also
ceased financing large dan1s anywhere in the world. Respectable
environmental
protection
organ isations such as National
Geographic frequently educate the
public through the print and elec-
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The Gabungan further calls on
ABB to endorse an independent
international commission (such a<;
the one to be set up by the World
Bank and the International Union
on Conservation of Nature) to
evaluate the impact of the project
in the future.

THE VIABILITY OF
CONSTRUCTING A RM10
BILLION, 640 KM LONG
SUBMARINE CABLE
IN EUROPE.
Would ABB be allowed to construct such a submarine cable anywhere in Europe? While there may
be a race to build the tallest building in the world, there is clearly no
such comest to build the longest
submarine high-voltage cable simp ly because this technology has
never been tested, is foolhardy and
is simply not cost-effective. ABB
knows thal.
The longest such cable is 240 km
long across the comparatively shallow Baltic Sea. By contrast. the
South China Sea is deep and rough.
Furlhermore. a study by the lnternational Atomic Energy Authority
and the National Electricity Board
during the seventies showed that
the Soulh China Sea is prone Lo
strong sea bed movements created

by the Tsunami effect. Thus, the
more rigid the cable, the more vulnerable it will be to this sea bed
movement.
1n the initial proposal to NEB in
the 1970s, there was supposed to
be one continuous cable. Now we
have been told there will be many
joints in the cables. Will the contractor be held responsible Jor
poor design? Can we know which
consultant will be responsible for
the detailed design?
The Gabungan demands that ABB
guarantees the reliability and
safety of these cables, l.bat there
will not be unacceptable energy
loss during transmission and that
there will not be disaslrous effects
on the marine environment.

Why does ABB say in their Environment Management Report that
the Department of Environment
will monitor all activities when it
is a well-known fact that the DOE
has been completely ignored in the
entire process? Is ABB going to
take on the responsibility of monitoring in the future?

Wembley Industries Holdings
Bhd, PWE Industries, Pacific
Chemicals Bhd, and Granite Industries Bhd would be gelling the subcontract for construction work valued at RM9 billion. This non-competitive manner of awarding the
sub-contract work to Ekran-related
companies is against consumer interesL

The Gabungan demands that ABB
reveals the measures that will be
taken to ensure the protection of
the threatened flora and fauna and
that no logging will be carried out
in the catchment area.

The Gabungan demands that AB B
ensures that Malaysian consumers'
interests are safeguarded by a compet1tive biddingprocess in all subcontract awards.

THE QUESTION OF
COST OVERRUNS

FINANCING
DIFFICULTIES

In the case of the Itaipu Dam and Why are foreign investors reluctant
lhe Xingu Dam in Brazil, the to investinBakun?HasABB manPergau Dam in Kelantan, the £ina] aged to secure performance bonds
costs were 488 per cent I 00 per from banks? If so, from whom?
ABB'S COMMITMENT
cent and 100 per cent respectively
TO ENVIRONMENTAL
higher than estimated. What guar- The Gabungan demands m know
PROTECTION?
antees can ABB give Malaysian of any reports by credible internaHow does ABB justify the devas- consumers that the fmal cost of the tional investment companies
tation of 70,000 hectares of age- Bakun projectwiiJ not be similarly claiming that Bakun is a sound fiold rainforests, cto area equivalent inflated. How will this affect the nancial investment.
in size to Singapore island, and the purchase price of Ba.kun power?
COUNTER
demise of I 04 species of fish, 229 We also want to know if the deGUARANTEES
FROM
species ofmammals and birds and commissioning cost and the enviTHE
GOVERNMENT?
800 spedes of plants? It should be ronmental cost have been added to
pointed out that 43 species of the total cost of the project?
Recently, in the midst of speculafauna and 67 species of flora in
the threatened area are protected TheGabungan demands thatABB lion regarding the financial viabilgives Malaysian consumers an up- ity of the Bakun project, ABB
species.
to-date revised construction plan heartily proclaimed to the world
We understand that ABB did not and a guarantee that there will not that the Malaysian Government
consult their environment advisor be any cost overruns in this project was backing this project. However,
before getting involved in ,this and that electricity tariffs will not the Energy Minister subsequently
project. Is this an example of be raised as a result of the Ba.kun denied that the Government was
backing this ··privatised" project.
ABB' s touted "environmental re- project in the future.
sponsibility"? Furthermore, we
COMPETITIVE
The Gabungan demands to know
want to know whether ABB has
BIDDING
FOR
ALL
whether the ''letter of comfort"
done a study to find out the exact
SUB-CONTRACT
WORK
from the Malaysian Government is
size of the problem of methane
emission from the reservoir that It was announced last year that bankable! In olher words, who is
four of Ekran's companies, finally going to bear the cost?
will be created?
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If it is to be the Malaysian Government or the Malaysian public,
how is this Bakun project then a
privatised project?

SUMMARY OF
TH• GAIIUNCIAN'S
DEMANDS ON ABB

Award all sub-contract work
through competitive bids.

authorities with the concerns raio;cd
by the Gabungan and report back
to us their reaction. 0

Guarantee that no public funds are
used in this supposedly privatised
project.

On behalf of the Coalition of

Approach the relevant Malaysian

Concerned NGOs on Bakun
23 May1997

Dr Kua Kia Soong

Withdraw from this economically
misconceived, financially risky,
socially disruptive and environmentally disastrous project.
Consult all the affected natives
(not just their chiefs) immediately.
Set out concretely ABB 's plan to
minimise the environmental damage at every stage of the project,
including the catchment area. the
reservoir. downstream, the Leansmission lines, the submarine
cables.
Make available the Biomass Removal Plan. the Catchment Area
Plan and all the feasibility studies
on the project.
Reveal ABB's minimum work.ing
standards and how these will be
enforced during construction of
the project.
Ensure the accessibility of the site
to local natives and concerned
public.
Endorse an independent international commission to evaluate the
impact of the Bakun project.
Bear responsibility for any problems relating to the submarine
cables including loss of availability.
Guarantee that there will not be
any cost overruns.

I

SHOCKING
REVELATION

Hypocrisy and double standards ...
International and European
luunan rights conventions .fiidelined
n 23 May 1997 10• ·A88COIADIIOT
12.30 pm. eight representatives from the
Gabungan belcl a dialogue with For all theirexpessions ofcoocem
two represeobdivesof ABB led by for sociahaponsibility in lbeir litMr Jan Stromblad. Senior Vice erature about their corporate culPresident and Head of ABB En- ture. Mr Stromblad could not tell
vironmental Affairs, at the Metal us anytbingabout the ~tl
Industries Employees Union compensalion plan at this latestage
Building in PetaJing Jaya:.
of the project Yet construction of

·au....anua

the dam proper is about to begin.
During this dialogue which was
based on a Memonmdwn by the Asked if there was a single ABB
Gabuogan, several shocking rev- representative in the State
elations emerged· regarding Government's committee of reABB's attitude to the Bakun settlement and compensa.Uon, Mr
project despite their professed Stromblad said there was none.
commitment to social ecological This is a shocking admission of
responstbllity, sustainable devel- ABB's mere 1ip service toWard lhe
opment and lranSparency in their interests of the affected natives.
corporate Htaature.
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• EVENIFTHE
AFFECTED NATIVES
ARE FORCIBLY
EVICTED...

demands concerning access to vital information. access to the
project site, dumping of unacceptMr Stromblad was at a loss to name able (large dams) technology, the
The Gabungan put it to Mr one such company.
viability of the submarine cable,
Stromblad - would ABB conMr
Stromblad replied that these
• AIIB COWD NOT
tinue with the project if some of
questions
are beyond their conI'I'A1'I CAIIGOIIICAI.LY
the affected natives rcfu!>e to acfines. Further pressed by the
cept the resettlement/compensa- ABB has been telling the whole Gabungan regarding the quality of
tion plan and arc forcibly evicted world that the Malaysian Govern- ABB's corporate ethics. Mr
bythe security forces in violation ment is backing the prpject because Stromblad merely shrugged his
of their human rights?
of the issuance of a Iener of com- shoulders ...
forL The Gabungan ~sked Mr
• GAIIUIIGAII
Mr Stromblad replied: Yes, ABB Stromblad: Is this letter of comfort
WILL
HOLD A8ll
would go on with the project re- b-.mkable? Ts this a counter guaranRESPONSIBLE
gardless.
tee by the Government? Would the
Government bail them out if it turns Jn the light of ABB's attempt to
The Gabungan regret<; this clear out to be a disaster?
wash their bands of the unseemly
aspects of the Bakun project. the
case of hypocrisy and double
Mr
.standards by a European multifla.. Mr Stromblad was again non-com- Gabungan reminded
tional corporation which is pre- mittal. The Gabungan reminded him Stromblad in no uncertain terms
pared to ignore clear international of the Energy Minister's subsequent that the Gabungan will hold ABB
and European human rights con- statement that it is not a Government responsible for any future disasventions.
practice to finance the private sec- ters that may bcfaii the natives, the
tor. Otherwise, bow can the Bakun environment. the dam, down• All DID-NOT CARRY project be touted as a privatised stream effects. the submarine
OUT ntEIR STUDY
project if public funds such as the cables, not forgetting disastrous
Mr Stromblad confessed that EPF or Bank Bumiputera are used electricity tariffs that will befall
Malaysjan consumers as a result
ABB merely relied on the Malay- to bail out the project?
of the Bakun project. 0
sian Government's studies on the
• a•aYOI•
Bakun pro~ABB did not carry
QUES'IIOIIS
Dr K1w Kia Soong
out their own environment study
on the impact of the project.
To the Gabungan•s questions and
On behaU ofthe Gabungan
Asked by the Gabangan whether
ABB consulted their own envi~
ronment advisors before signing
the contract. Mr Stromblad was
non-committal.

• Allll COULD 1101'

IIAMEOME
SINGLE CO-AllY
The Oabungan put it to Mr
Stromblad - if according to
ABB, Delphi lntemational's is
but one negative report amongst
''other reports which give a good
rating for the project", could ABB
name one such positive report by

any credible international investment company?

Women'~ Action Society 3.Baram SdfDevelopment Association 4.Badan Perunding Mahasiswa Negara (BPl\fN) 5.Cummunity Development Centre 6.Centre for OI1DJ,g Asli Concerns ?.Centre for Peace
Initiatives &.Community Communication Centre 9.DONG ZONG LO.Democratic
Action Party Socialist Youth ll..Dcmocratic Action Party Women 12.Fed.:r.ttion of
Malaysian Consumer Association 13.IDEAL l4.TNSAN IS. Indigenous P~pks Development Centre 16.Jiao Zhong (Association of Chinese Tcachcn; in Malaysia)
17Jawat.ankuasa Sokongan Peneroka Bandar 18.Mahastswa UIA Yang Prihatin
19.Malaysian Trade Union Congress 20.Partners for Community Organisers 2l.Pcnang Organia Pann 22.Perstuan Sahnbat Wanita 23.Secretariat Pelajar. Pcrsatuan
Ulomak Malay~ia 24.Persatuan Sahabtlt Wanita 25.Parti Rakyat Malaysia 26. Youth
Centre 27.Sarawak Access 28.Selnngor Chinese Asstlmbly Hall Youth Section
29.Selangor Graduate Society JO.Socicty for Chri;tian Reflecuon 3l.Suara Rak")'at
Malay;;ia 32.Suara Warga Pertiw1 33.Tenaganita 34.ALAIGAL 35.Ccntrc for Community Stullie~ 36.Dagra37.EPSM 38.Era Consumer 39.Bar Council Human Rights
Committee 40.Mlnsoc 41.Pahang Association of Consumers 4:!.Tholilaliyin Tholar

Gabungan Membel'li: l.AURAN 2.AU

FQr further information on the gaburtgan and ils activities, contact:
Elilabeth Wong, II Jalan I Ani E. Jalan Carey, 46000 Pel:llling Jaya.
Tel: 03-794 3525 Fax. 03-794 3526
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ASEAN WELCOMES
THE SLORC REGIME

i

Whither Asia's humanitarian ideals and moral vision?
Whither the Asian Renaissance?

g

n hie; keynote address to
some 700 participants
attending the International Conference on "Muhammad Iqbal and the Asian Renaissance·· at the Pan Pacific
Glenmarie Hotel, Shah Alam. on
June 3 1997, acting prime minister Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim declared that Asians "must have a
strong moral base to stand on" if
the region was to play an effcc
tive role a~ a global leader. This
moral base can only develop "if
our humanitarian ideals and moral
vision are genuinely reaffirmed".

Anwar clarified: "A Renaissance
means there is a reflowering of creativity in the arts, culture, sciences
and technology. But it would be a
lopsided achievement unless we
also direct our energies towards
battling social ills, moral decay.
corruption and political perversion
in our midst".
"We must underscore this··. be further asserted "not in submission to
pressure from outside, but because
this is what our tradition demands,
as bas been so eloquently articulated by our renaissance men".
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Hence Asia· s "quest for prosperity needs to be guided by the principles of social justice".
Ali ran fully supports the call by the
acting Prime minister that this
quest for prosperity be anchored to
a strong moral base.
A conference devoted to
Muhammad Iqbal. an outstanding
Pakistani poet, philosopher, social
reformer and political activist. and
to his contributions towards an
Asian Renaissance is most appropriate and timely, and should be

we1comed by all. Aliran congr.nulates Lhc Institute for Policy Research for organising this important conference.
In his address. Anwar Ibrahim
also said that "the burning issue
in Asia today is the struggle to
establish civil society". In pursuit of this goal the deputy Premier declared that we ·'must promote participatory democracy.
the rule of law. the freedom of
expression. diversity of opinions. and respect and tolerance
of each other's beliefs". Anwar
called on Muslims and Asians
generally to ''actualise Iqbal's
ideas'' b)'. among other things.
"fighting injustices. unjust social order and poverty, a love of
knowledge in particular technical education to improve the status of Asian societies".
These are noble goals and wise
counseL They constitute among
the core universal principles that
humankind needo; today to achieve
civil society. indeed to enhance
our spirituality in order to lead
meaningful lives. In a small way
Aliran itself aspires to promote the
same universal principles through
articles in the A/iran Monthly and
through other social and educational activities.
But whither these principles in
practice'? How do we actually promote the Asian Renaissance?
It is praiseworthy ·that Anwar has
launched an attack on corruption.
All Malaysians should support this
effort. This efTort shouJd now be
extended to those holding high offices, and more importantly. sustained [Sec cover storyl

But we are still a long way from or "our forefathers' vision to unite
achieving a comprehensive partici- the whole of Southeast Asia under
patory democracy. rule of law. the the ASEAN umbrella''. He further
freedom of expression. diversity of stated that ASEAN had a different
opinions. and respect and tolerance way of handling relations in thereof each other's beliefs.
gion, namely. that dialoguing with
Burma was more productive than
ASEAN WISDOM ?
isolating it. A SEAN. he further
And alas. just ada) before his key- clarified. did not believe in internote address. the acting prime min- fering in the internal affairs oJ'
ister bad essentially contradicted countries in the region.
himself with regards to perhaps the
most pressing humanitarian and Conceivably ASEAN docs not bemoral issue in our own regional lieve that this principle holds with
backyard in recent times, namely, regards to the internal affairs of
countries outside the region.
the case of Burma.
Following the ASEAN Foreign
Ministers' decision on May 30. to
admit Burma (together with Laos
and Cambodia) into the regional
grouping in July 1997, Anwar declared that the decision was bac;cd
on ··ASEAN's wisdom": a "belief
in engagement and dialogue
among countries in the region" and
"bringing neighbouring countries
together as a cohesive force" . In
welcoming the decision, the Burmese SLORC regime declared that
it too ''had always had confidence
in the wisdom ofASEAN leaders".

For indeed. AS EAN has. as a
grouping. rightly condemned the
human rights abu!>es that occurred
in Bosnia-Herzegovina in recent
times. All the ASEA.J\l members.
also, had opposed apartheid in
South Africa. Malaysia. in particular, has also been very critical not
only of Israeli occupation of Palestine but of its treatment of Palestinian Arabs possessing Israeli
citizenship.

By contrast. ASEAN has been
completely silent about the Indonesian invasion and continued ocBut what sort of wisdom is this '? cupation of East Timor. And in
It is definitely not the wisdom of the ca<;e of Malay-'ia. the governIqbal, of Rizal and of Tago.re. all ment was not unprepared to asof whom Anwar so eloquently sume slrong arm meao;ures, includcited in his keynote address the ing detention. 10 prevent its own
citizens from conducting a peacefollowing day.
ful and legal meeting on East
The ASEAN foreign numsters Timor behind clo~d doors. And
themselves were perhaps more of course. the ASEAN countries
forthright. Speaking in his capac- have been completely silent or
ity as chairman of the ASEAN for- each others· human rights abuses
eign ministers standing committee including during Marcos' martial
Abdullah Badawi. the Malaysian law period. of militai) intervention
foreign minister. simply staled that m politics. of electoral manipu~la
the decision to admit the three tions. etc. The principle of noncountries would enable realisation interference in internal aJJairs ap-
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pears to be restricted to countnes
in the region.
[f this be the case, it did not use to
be so. ASEAN was clearly critical of gotngs-on in the Indochinese countries during the Vietnam War era. The operative pnnci ple used to be the internal affairs
of member states, not in the region. Viewed from this pcrpective,
there would be no reason why
ASEAJ\ cannot continue to delay
Burma·s entry into the grouping.
Although in the region, it has not
yet been a member state.

But there is ai'\O evidence that the
decision to admit Burma. and to
expand ASEAN, has an important
economic basts. Already. the more
developed ASEAN countries have
accumulated investments in
Burma, of the three new countries
to be admitted, the one with the
most economic potential. In fact,
ASEAN investors are a lready
competing vigorously against
Japanese, Chinese, American,
British and other European investors. Admission into ASEAN
might promote the economic development of Burma but tt wtll
most surely secure the intere!>tS of
the ASEAN investors already in
Burma, and perhaps provide them
with an advantage over their nonASEAN competitors as well.
Whichever the case, the inLercsts
of the ordinary Burmese peopletheir struggles for democracy and
dignity - are not uppermost in the
ASEAN leaders' minds.
Previously, Aung San Suu Kyi
had appealed to ASEAN leaders
to condemn the SLORC regime
which had prevented the Burmese

parliament duly elected in the 1990
elections from convening, and her
assuming the leadership of Burma.
This appeal was to no avail.

ASEAN leaders have continued to
project the impression that protests
against ASEAN's decision to admit Burma have only come from
the West. In fact374 human rights
ln her most recent communication groups and prominent personalities
to ASEAN leaders - in the form of from ASEAN countries have
a video secretly recorded and openly protested against the decismuggled out of Burma- just prior sion to admit the repressive
to the ASEAN foreign ministers SLORC regime into ASEAN.
meeting in Kuala Lumpur. she in- There also exists a Burma Solidardicated that the human rights ity Group Malaysia comprising 22
record of the SLORC regime bad NGOs which ha-; voiced its oppodeteriorated, contrary to the claims sition to the ASEAN ministers' deof ASEAN of a general improve- cision.
ment in the situation. This deterioration is confirmed by Amnesty It is disappointing again that while
International which reported that many leading Thai and Filipino
the year 1996 was the worst year dailies have condemned the
on record for human rights abuses shameful and immoral decision
in Burma. Even a-; she reached out taken to admit Burma, the Malayto ASEAN, some 300 pro-democ- sian mainstream media has tried to
racy activists were being arrested project the decision as a mark of
in Burma in late May.
ASEAN's maturity and sense of
independence. In one case a MaDISAPPOINTING
laysian columnh.t even claimed
She feared, therefore, that admis- that the imposition of economic
sion would send the wrong signals sanctions by the US against Burma
to SLORC and encourage the amounted to a more serious violaSLORC regime to continue sup- tion of human rights than had been
pression of democmtic forces and committed by the SLORC regime.
minority groups. She appealed,
therefore, that ASEAN postpone It is also disappointing that nine
any decision on admitting Burma. Malaysian individuals who peaceShe further called upon ASEAN fully protested against the admisto engage in a dialogue with the sion of Burma were arrested, handpro-democracy opposition that she cuffed and detained.
led too, not only with the SLORC
regime. That would be more con- But it is most disappointing of all
structive engagment than had oc- to hear the acting prime minister
curred thus far.
encourage Asians to fight social injustices and political perversion, to
lt is disappointing that these simple strive for participatory democracy
requests of Aung San Suu Kyi, the and rule of law, and to underpin
National League for Democracy, our quest for prosperity with a
and the Burmese people the NLD strong moral basis, and then. welrepresento;, have not been heeded. come the decision to admit the immoral and oppresive SLORC reIt is disappointing too that the gime into ASEAN. 0
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SLORC MILITARY DICTATORSHIP
NOT LEGITIMATE GOVERNMENT
Malaysia condones human rights abuses by
supporting admission of Burma into ASEAN
30May 1997
YB Datuk Abdullah Badawi
Minister for Foreign Affairs Malaysia.
Wisma Putra. Kuala Lumpur.
Yang Berhormat Daruk,

ASEAN MEMBERSHIP FOR THE STATE
LAW & ORDER RESTORATION COUNCIL
OF MYANMAR/ BURMA
We are writing to urge you once again to seriously
reconsider your Government's stand in supporting
ASEAN membership for Myanmar's State Law and
Order Restoration Council (SLORC).
By supporting the admission of Burma into ASEAN,
the government is openly condoning the Human
Rights abuses by lhe SLORC regime.
pur Declaration on ASEAN as a Zone of Peace.
Freedom and Neutrality (ZOPFMl of 1971.

We maintain that:
•The SLORC military dictatorship is not the legitimate government of Burma; it is the illegal usurper
of the authority of the representatives duly elecled by
the people of Burma in lhc May 27, 1990 general
elecLions;
•ASEAN membership would provide the SLORC
with a de facto license to conlinue its attacks on the
People of Burma; and,
•The SLORC's activities are in direct contradiction
to the aims and_objectives of the ASEAN Declaration of 1967 signed in Bangkok, and the Kuala Lum-

Since SLORC was conferred observer status in
ASEAN in July 1996, the situation in Burma has
not improved; on the contrary, violations of human
rights continue unabated while the absence of peace,
democracy, rule oflaw, and development for all the
ethnic nationalities of Burma continues.
As a matter of fact, over the last few days, the whole
world has again witnessed the mass arrest of hundreds of members of the National League for Democracy (NLD) led by Nobel Peace Prize Winner
Aung San Suu Kyi. The cruel irony is that the NLD
won more than 80 percent of seats in the May 1990
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general elections.

structive engagement".

As the StraitJ Times of Singapore pointed out correctly in its editorial on May 23, 1997, the SLORC
"has shown how little it thinks of ASEAN and wider
Asian opinion by resorting to detention instead of
engaging the opposition in a process of reconciliation."

We strongly urge the member states of ASEAN and
the international community to adopt the Alternative ASEAN Policy which is supported by about
400 organisations, academics and political leaders
in the world which contains the following principles:

As recently as February l997, the SLORC wa~ still
killing and maiming Burmese refugees along the Thailand-Burma border. In recent months, SLORC has
mastcm1inded anu-Muslim riots and burning down
of mosques and copies of the Holy Quran. Millions
of Muslim Rohingyas are still denied citizenship in
Burma; they face daily repression and harassment.
Burma under SLORC misrule continues to be the
leading producer and trafficker of illegal drugs in
the world. For in~tance, Burma produced 2,560 metric tons of opium in 1996. SLORC's public relations
excrcbes have in no way reduced the threat of heroin
to our region.

• Upholding the democratic will of the peoples of
Burma;
• Promoting and defendingthe human and people's
rights of the peoples of Burma;
• Pursuing the development agenda of the peoples
of Burma, and
• Establishing people to people solidarity between
the peoples of Burma and the peoples of ASEAN.
It is only by respecting the expressed wishes of the
Burmese people that there will be justice, peace,
democracy, the rule of Jaw and development for the
people of Burma.

The above-mentioned SLORC activities with regard
to refugees and illegal drug abuse are contributing to We call on ASEAN governments to abandon its
serious social problems in the region. They are con- failed policy of "constructive engagemenf', deny
tributory factors towards regional instability, espe- ASEAN membership to SLORC, and initiate a tricially when coupled with the increased smuggling of partite dialogue among SLORC, the NLD and the
arms and drugs, trafficking of women, and the out- minorities, to pave the way towards national reconflow of illegal immigrants.
ciliation in Burma. U
Since ASEAN's "constructive engagement" policy
was launched in 1991, there has been absolutely no
indication on the part of SLORC that it would be
handing over power to the democratically elected representatives of the Burmese people.
Thus, it is clear that ·constructive engagement" has
failed to convince the SLORC military dictatorship
that u must become responsive and accountable to
the needs, hopes and aspirations of the Burmese
people.
Therefore, in the interests of long-term stability and
prosperity in the region in general, and the upliftment
of the peoples of Burma in particular. we call upon
the member governments of ASEAN and the international community to discard the policy of "con-

Fan YewTcng
Co-ordinator of the Memorandum.

Endorsed by:
I. Ala1ga12. Aliran 3. Angkatan Belialslam Malaysia (ABJM)
4. Center for Orang A~h Concerns (COAC) 5. Community
Development Center (CDC) 6. Con:.umers Association or
Penang (CAP) 7. Democratic Action Party Socialist Youth
(DAPSY) 8. Dcmocratic Action Party Women (DAPWomen)
9. Federation ofCom.umer; Association Malaysia (F0\1CA)
lO. Nadi Komunikru.1 I I. Parti Islam SeMalaysia (PAS) 12.
Parti Rukyat Malaysia (PRM) 13. Persatuan Kebangsaan
Pelajar Islam Malaysia (PKPIM) 14. Pusat Sara 15. Pusat
Komunikas• Masyarakat (KOMAS) 16. Sahabat Alam Malaysia (SAM) 17. Sahabat Wnnita 18. Sobdaritas TimorTimur
19. Suara Rakyat Malays1a (SU~\1) 20. Suara Warga
Pertiwi (SWP) 21. Tenaganita 22. Youth Section ofSelangor
Chinese Assembly Hall
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SHAMEFUL FOR ASEAN

are supportive of their governments'
desire to join ASEAN.

TO EMBRACE BURMA

II

SEAN will never be the
same again. By embracing
Burma as a member it has
itself become a pariah organisation.
Coming as it does on the eve of the
30th ann.iversary of the founding of
the Association of South-East Asian
Nations, the decision yesterday will
have repercussions far beyond whatever ASEAN leaders may envisage.
It has indeed irreversibly damaged
the organisation's integrity and set
back some three decades of achievement.
We firmly believe the applications
for membership by Burma, Laos and
Cambodia should be judged on their
individual merits and readiness. just
as it bas always been in other regional organisations. But still, these
qualifications are secondary to their
peoples' desire for freedom and democracy.
To accept Burma without any conditions is to ignore the aspirations
of the Burmese people, who voted
for Aung San Suo Kyi's National
League for Democracy (NLD) in
1990. Why bless a regime that is
clearly not legitimate? A regime that
is willing to go back on its word.
From the beginning, the Burmese
junta's motive in bidding for membership of ASEAN was obvious ~ a
regional aegis to prolong its own
repressive rule and to fight against
Western pressure for openness. By

exploiting ASEAN's strengths and
weaknesses the junta leaders have
been able to turn the membership
issue into an East-West divide ~
ASEAN against the West

In the two years Burma has sought a
closer rapport with ASEAN it has
never lived up to regional or international norms of conduct and behaviour. Now, ASEAN would like
us and the world to believe that as a
member of ASEAN, the SLORC
leaders will be more enlightened,
open-minded and less oppressive.
The ASEAN leaders' decision yesterday was a triumph of evil over
humanity. There is a Thai saying that
one rotten fish can spoil the whole
basket of fish.
The biggest disappointment must be
those Thai leaders who failed to play
appropriate roles in leading ASEAN.
Partisan politics and self-interest on
the pan of various authorities completely destroyed the unanimity of
Thailand's positions and policies.
They will have to bear responsibility for the future of the Burmese
people.
Nonetheless, we welcome the decision to rake in Laos and Cambodia,
despite the political uncertainty in
Phnom Penh. Laos has been preparing for this eventuality the longest,
knowing full well their inadequacies.
The Laotian and Cambodian peoples
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Then again, the decision should not
come as a surprise to anyone.
Most ASEAN leaders have much in
common with the State Law and
Order Restoration Council in
Rangoon. The decision IS vel} much
in line with their domestic politics ~
the ostensibly one-party rule in Malaysia, Indonesia. Vietnam and Singapore, and the vote-buying and political patronage which victimises the
people of Thailand.
In the fmal analysis. it is not the international pressure against SLORC
that reaUy matters. \\<nat matters is
the burning desire of the people in
all ASEAN member states to incorporate democracy and human rights
as part of their national development.
These aspirations. like Bunna, are
being ignored and quashed by current A SEAN leaders.
Thus, it is not that ASEAN ha') embraced Burma, but that SLORC has
joined a club whose members arc
very much like themselves. And with
Burma being a member of the regional grouping, we are seeing a
"SLORCisation" of ASEAN. That,
sadly, does not portend well for the
people of the region. 0

Source: The Nation (Editorial),
Thailand- 1 June 1997
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BUDDHA NEVER
SAID YES TO DRUGS

I""'"!""""

Why won't the West take a stronger stand on Burma?

The Rangoon regime is not a government in either tbe
Western or ia tbe Asian sense, says JOHN RALSTON
SAUL. It violates both democratic aod BllddbJst Ideals and it trades In heroin. And yet we remain surprisingly passive.

g

urma frustrates moderate
people. Sometimes we
win small battles- getting Petro - Canada to puLl out, for
example. But in our heart of hearts
we feel we· re not getting anywhere
with Burma.
Thank God for the astonishing
courage of pro-democrocy leader
and Nobel laureate Aung San Suu
Kyi and of the members of her
party. the elected members of the
legal government of Burma, who
are willing to continue risking their
lives even though many have been
imprisoned, tortured and killed.
However. those of us who support
the cause of legality in Bunna have
not found the levers to make a real
difference on the global front.
US President Bill Clinton recently

period of the empires, a reversal of
the old superiority complex. However. it now takes the form of hypocritical humility on ethical que~
tions: We feel we can't impose
Western standards on an Asian
country. However, we are delighted
if they adopt the wor~t of Western
economic policies of the 19111 century and are complacent if a violent
hand is used on the popula6on.

made a gesture against Burma,
which goes by the official name of
Myanmar, by forbidding new The combination of this regional
American investment there. At first view of ethics with an international
glance it looks like a step in the right view of economics and violence is
direction; however. ir leaves tbe that we arc intellectually and emomost important of foreign inveM- tionally blocked from taking a
ments in place - a US-French pipe- strong stand in Asia.
line project. In reality, the ban is
more bravura than policy. There is And whenever we do try to take a
nothing in it to discourage the As- stand ASEAN says, how dare you
sociation of South East Asian Na- Westerners stand up and lell us how
tions (ASEAN) from regularizing to act in Asia?
relations with Burma. What's the
West's problem, then?
We in the West don't seem to be
able to deal with that.

OBSTACLES
We are blocked by two fundamental misunderstandings. First, the
West feels, quite properly, that an
Asian government can· t be made to
conform to Western standards and
ideals. This is a leftover from the
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The second obstacle is that we continue to act as though we believe
that Bunna's State Law and Order
Restoration Council (SLORC) can
be brought to reason, to use an old
cliche. There's an official international phrase- "constructive en-

gagement"-which suggests that
we're all engaged in an effort to
bring SLORC back to the main
path, of civilized behaviour. There
is, however, no "constructive engagement." SLORC is not a body
that is open to any forrn of negotiation in good faith. or even to selfinterested compromise. We've
been at it formally now since 1990,
and nothing ha'> happened.
More precisely, it is impossible to
engage a group of rogue soldiers
who are not the government of
Burma. It is a fundamental error to
imagine they constitute a government-they don' t govern, except
by force of arms. They don't have
the title of government by any standards. Not by the Western ethical
standards, of which we're afraid to
speak in Asia.
But more important, they don' texist as the governmentofBunna by
Asian standards. Norby Asian ethical, historical, spiritual, political or
even economic standards.

sooner or later, collapse.
They cannot survive because without the social contract or the legitimacy, they are mere bandits and
hostage-takers.
Let me be pedantic for a moment.
What are basic Asian standards?
The Confucian idea of government
plays a role throughout Asia. Singapore is still in part a Confucian
state. The Confucian ideal of government is one of len, which is to
say a government that so cares for
the basic needs of its people that it
does not have to use coercion to
maintain order.
Under Confucian thinking, a "king"
is one who is morally worthy and
politically effective because his
words and deeds are all kingly .
When a ruler fails to be a kingly
ruler, he is no longer a king, and
people have the right to resist him
and, if necessary, to .kill him. In
other words, what Confucius said
is that tyrannicide is not regicide.

Around the world there are many What we are dealing with in Burma
traditions of legitimate govern- is tyranny.
ment. Some involve what we
BUDDHIST PRECEPTS
might call benign dictatorships;
there are various sorts of benign
monarchies that in many ways re- The great Thai thinker Sulak
semble democracy. These have Sivaraksa L'> a good source for aeonwithin them a social contract. The temporary understanding of Asian
point is that all of these govern- ethics. He constanUy goes back to
mental traditions contain the idea look at the sources of13uddhism. He
oflegitimacy, which is tied to the explains that Buddhism is neither
idea of a social contract, which antisocial nor restricted to personal
is both particular to the place and salvation. There is a common misrelated to the universal idea of a understanding in the West which
sees Buddhism as a way to separate
social contract.
yourself from society. That isn't
And when that particular social what Buddhism is about at an. It is
contract is broken, legitimacy is not antisocial.
lost. At that point, they are no more
than rogue governments and, SLORC and the Ne Win dictator-
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srup before it have always used Buddhism as though Buddhism were
antipolitical. Embrace Buddhism,
they say, and let us run the country.
But Buddhism was never meant to
be like that.
"For Buddhism to survive according to scriptures." Sulak Sivarak.sa
writes, "it must be supported by a
just ruler, who turns the wheel of
state in the name of justice. a universal monarch who rules for the
well-being of all."
Buddhism ha'> five precepts.
1 vow to abstain from taking
life: SLORC, an allegedly Buddhist regime, actuall) sends
troops into the street to open
fire with machine guns.
2. I vow to abstain from stealing:
By serving only themselves,
they have brought the country
to its knees financially.
3. r vow to abstatn from sexual
misconduct: Prostitution is an
important issue in Burma.
Young Burmese girls are being
sent to Thailand as prostitutes,
and then go home "ilh AIDS.
AIDS is an exploding problem
in the poorest villages of Burma
as a result. Already 400,000
Burmese are infected wilh
AIDS; this is almost entirely the
result of the prostitution
brought on by poverty. And
SLORC ic; the master of poverty in Burma
4. I vow lo abstain from false
speech: Well. thafs obviously
not even worth commenting on.
5. l vow to abstain from intoxicants that cloud the mind and
to encourage others not to cloud
their minds. Burma is capable
of supplying the total world demand for heroin. Since 1962,

l.

production has continually
grown so that it generally supplies somewhere between 50
and 80 per cent, with the direct collusion of SLORC,
which gets a percentage of the
money. Since the creation of
SLORC in 1988, drug production has more than doubled.

officials have never managed to
seit.e more than 10 per cent of the
quantities being shipped-in other
words, they have failed. There are
only two ways to stop the movement of heroin: at the beginning of
the process or at the end. The end is
inside Canada, the United States,
Europe and increasingly, inside
Asia. To tackle the problem at the
end of the process means tackling
the social problems which encourage consumption. We refuse to do
this. To tackle it at the front end
means getting at the drug production in the poppy fields before it becomes heroin. Anywhere in between these two stages is a waste
of time.

Lru;t year, the US Assistant Secretary of State for International Narcotics and Law- Enforcement Affairs said there are 300,000 Burmese addict~. 70 per cent of whom
are HIV - positive, and about
500,000 new addicts in Thailand,
most of them young. China, with
another 500,000 addicts, is
SLORC's ally and increasingly the
main transit country for Burmese SLORC boasts about peace treaties
heroin. There are 200,000 new ad- it has signed with various rebel
dicts in Vietnam. The Buddhist pre- armies in the Shan states in northcept says one must abstain from in- em Burma In realit-y these deals
toxicants that cloud the mind, yet. have been aimed in large part at the
SLORC remains the leading regularization of the drug business.
douder of minds in the world.
The United States, Canada, EuGUILT
rope, Japan and Australia are all
pretending that we're in a drug
What do all of these ethical, reli- war, when in reality we're pergious and social standards mean for fectly happy to go along with a
Western diplomacy? They mean rogue government being allowed
that the Burmese government does to export drugs to us without benot meet any of the basic Asian ing treated as an enemy.
st:111dards, thut when ASEAN talks
of Asian ways, they're not talking Remember that the United States
about Asian ways at all. More of- has a law called the Trading with
ten than not, they're just talking the Enemy Act, which it used to
about the unfettered marketplace in great effect ag,ainst Vietnam.
the East. In other words they are ad- That's why Vietnam now has a
vancing a deformed version of a market economy. They have used
\\estern idea
it to reasonable effect against
Cuba. They used it against CamAnd if they don't meet their own bodia. Interestingly enough, howstandards, we should be attacking ever, they have never used the act
them on that basis, without West- against Burma.
em guilt
And yet Burma is the only one of
As for heroin, potice and customs the four actually attacking the
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United States in its own streets.
They are engaged in a successful
and vicious invru.ion of the Umtcd
States, aimed at the civilian population.

ln the Far Easrem Economic Review of 21 November J996, Robert
Gelbard. US ru;sistant Secretary of
State for international narcotics and
law enforcement. describes in detail
the relationship between all the drug
lords and SLORC. He concludes:
"From a hard-headed drug-control
point of view. I have to conclude
that SLORC has been part of the
problem, not the solution."
This is the US government speaking.
On 26 November 1996, Mr. Clinton
spoke at Chulalonghorn University
in Bangkok. Near the end of his
speech he mentioned drugs. He
dipped and weaved, hinting at what
he knows, but neverdrawingaclear
conclusion.
"Bum1a has long been the world's
number one producer of opium and
heroin.... The role of drugs in
Burma's economic and political life
and the regime's refusal to honour
its own pledge to move to
muJtipany democracy are really two
sides of the same coin, for both represent the absence of the rule of
law."
Why couldn't he simply say what
he meant? Because clarity would require action. The real question is:
Why doesn't the US government
want to take the basic essential action, which is the application of the
Trading with the Enemy Act?
Are we to conclude that Washington prefers doing a bit of trade to

dealing with the catastrophe in its
own streets? Surely not.

HYPOCRISY

Sears Canada, Penny Kitsen, defended the dirty-clothes garment
trade as follows: "There's the human-rights issue, but if we back
away, we could be risking the
workers' future employment income."

nomic and social development."
But we know that we are really
dealing with drugs, child prostitution, AIDS, the cxploita tion of
cheap labour and forced labour.
We are not dealing with economic
and soeiaJ development Ts it this
US-French pipeline project which
held Mr. Clinton back from a clear
statement and action?

As for Burma, we know what provoked its return loa free market.
After 18 Septemher I 988, when
hundreds of unarmed demonstra- This is the standard argument.
tors were gunned down by Western corporations wish to deSLORC troops, the world cut off fend the workers' right to a 60 hour
aid to protest the massacres. Un- work week at eight cents an hour. 1
til then the Ne Win regime had have seen Burmese factories-<>r Foreigners need local partners.
essentially Uved from two rather tin shacks-in the middle of Most of the available local firms
sources of income: heroin and the summer, when it is more than are controlled by SLORC. Thus
aid. (There was also the ruby 35 degrees inside, the doors are 70 per cent of foretgn mve~tors
market and the teak market. but closed and there are no windows. a re in business with SLORC,
they weren ' t very big.)
And there are children, working many through a holding company
controlled by the defence departaway. Little children.
All SLORC had to do was replace
ment. ln other wonb. foreign inthe approximately 30 per cent of That's not what you call economic vestment is not abom economic
their income that came from inter- progress. That's not what you call and social development. but about
national aid. They did it quite sim- future employment income. That's propping up SLORC.
ply by opening up the market place. what you call exploitation of little
In other words, we in the developed children. lt's what we in the West
BLINDING CI:ARJTY
world cut off the aid, and we did away with in the 19th century.
NEEDED
promptly sent the money back in
To collaborate is to pretend that we What would be a sensible approach
via investment.
didn't decide 100 years ago that this for Canada and other W e...tem counThe Thais next door have played a was illegal, immoral, impossible or tries?ln fairness. it must be 'aid that
the Canadian government hac; been
key role in all of this. By the late unacceptable in the West.
grasping for a srronger foreign
1980s, Thailand had cut down most
of its own teak trees. Abruptly the To turn around now and have gar- JX>licy in Burma. There i~ obviously
Thai government declared a mora- ments produced in other countries, a desire to do something, but they
torium on cutting teak. In a glori- in conditions which we refw;c for haven't found out what that policy
ous conversion, they went over to ourselves, is the depths or hypo<.:- should be.
the green movement. The next risy, whether it is done by our corTills is no£ a case on whlch highly
week, they signed a whole series of porations or by our governments.
sophisticated policies ~ill have any
agreements to massacre the teak
effect.
What's required is blinding
One of the major economic
forests of Burma
projects undertaken since the eco- clarity. Burma doe!> not have a govThe dirty-clothes campaign, nomic liberalization is a 670 ernment by Asian or Western stanwhich Friends of Burma is using kilometre pipeline being built by dards. It is a I) ranny by all stanto make the developed world Total SA, a French company, and dards. SLORC is actively at war
aware of the conditions under Unocal, of Los Angeles.lt repre- with the West through its export of
which Burmese garment-makers sents an investment of $1.2-bil- drugs. SLORC has hijacked Burma
work, is another clear example of lion (US). It's worth quoting lt holds power by violence, by drug
what happens with the kind of spokeswoman Carol Scou: 'We money and by foreign investment.
trade liberalization that we're believe our presence in the region Without those three, irs not in
getting. A spokeswoman for is a force for progress for ceo- power.
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Canada's response on many ethical issues in Asia has been that
trade comes first and that as a small
country we don't have much influence. But we actually do have a
great deal more influence that we
think. If a few countries, with good
reputations--usually small to- medium- sized countries- take a
clear, strong stand. an astonishingly
solid retlection of reality is created.
Other countries are then obliged to
consider themselves in the light of
this reality.
Next. we must stop treating
SLORC as though it were the government of Burma: this action will
have a serious impact. SLORC will
no longer be able to get the benefit
of the doubt or the respect due to
governments. It will be seen for
what it is-no more than a bunch
of rogue criminals.
Then we have to move to a total
blockage in trade. It is not that difficult to accomplish; the mechanisms that cut off investments and
trade are easy to put in place. This
sort of boycott would be far easier
than it was when dealing with
South Africa, which was a major
economy. Burma is not. except for
its sale of heroin.
Then we can begin seriously pursui ng Burma in all of the international institutions out of which it is
still getting money- some of it indirectly, from the World Bank or
the Ac;ian Development Bank.
Once we take a fmn stand, it will
be almost impossible for those institutions to go on giving money to
Burma.
Next. we have to pursue SLORC
actively over the question of their
involvement as participants in the

______......._,,..,......,..__
heroin trade. Nothing prevents us
from indicting the members of
SLORC in our courts as drug dealers. 1 don't know whether we can
take them to the international court,
but we could certainly deal with
that to some Clltent inside Canada
and we can certainly push the US
in that direction-they love indicting foreigners.
The more we go out there and say
that SLORC is the principal supplier of heroin to Americans. the
more the US government is going
to have to act, And the way they
can act is through the Trading with
the Enemy Act.
We have to go to ASEAN and say
that on the basis of the fact that
SLORC is not a government, even
by Asian standards. we consider it
to be a criminal activity. And that
the normalization of ASEAN's relationships with Burma is unacceptable to us. In fact. it is incomprehensible given the explosion in
heroin addictions among their own
young - heroin sent to them by
SLORC.
Finally, rogue juntas fall because
they fail. If you take a tough stand,
you will create dissension inside the
rogue government. As in all longlived single-party states, the party
contains all sorts. Tf SLORC ic; allowed to manoeuvre its way toward
international respectability, - the
junta will hold. If it is blocked
abroad. it will fail economically at
home.
Suddenly moderates in the Burmese army will emerge; there are
some fairly decent. mid level officers who are just trying to have a
career and wish that they weren't
involved in all of this. They will
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respond to a need for change when
the need for change be<:omes apparent inside Bunna.
These arc the sorts of people who
would be happy to see the legal government of Burma. the government
of Aung San Suu Kyi, in power. I'm
sure that many members of the Burmese unny are actually for Aung
San Suu Kyi. But because we in the
West and in ASEAN are propping
up SLORC. those modcmtes are not
getting a chance to play their role
as the supporters of a future legal
government.
We 'rc all so sophisticated that we
think there are complex, manageable approaches to every problem.
In some cases, there aren't. Some
cases need simplicity. We need to
be tough.
This is one of thOI\C cases. That's
the only way that we'll be able to
unleash the various forces that can
bring down SLORC.O
Source: The Globe a nd Mail Ottawa, Canada I 0 May 1997
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REGIONAL AFFAIRS

SHOULD ASEAN WELCOME SLORC?
a'lrilauft:»ssuu...J6i\ln'lswJ.hailuau'liJnn5a ?
DAPAT BANG TAGGAPIN SA ASEAN ANG SLORC?

HARUSKAH ASEAN MENERIMA SLORC?

n thi$ is ~ ue of Aliran
Monthly we cany four articles
focusing on
ASEAN's decision to admit Bunna into the group. In the first
articleASEAN welcomes the SLORC
regime. DR FRANCIS LOH
criticises the Malaysian autbot iLil.!s
in particular for calling upon Asians
to struggle against social injustices,
to fight for participatory democr-dcy
and to develop a strong moral base
on the one hand. and welcoming the
SLORC regime on the other.
The second article is a letter addressed to the Malaysian Foreign
Minister was endorsed by 22 Malaysian pro-democrac) groups. It appeals to him to delaY the entry of
Burma into the grouping.

ASEAN c6 nen ung ho Slorc kh¢ng?
oiDf: d} mBwm rudi)»{»RD: ?

The third article Shameful .for
ASEAN to Emlmue Bunna is an editorial by one of Thailand's foremost
dailies The Nation. The critical
stance adopted by most major Thai
and Filipino dailies stands out in
stark contrast to the shameful stance
of Malaysian newspapers. In the
founh anicle Buddha Never Said Yes
to Drugs. John R Saul investigates
the connections of the SLORC regime to the narcotics tmdc. The evidence is compelling. He argues that
the SLORC regime violates all tenets
of democmcy as well as that of Buddhist teaching~>. It is such criticisms
as presented in this issue, as well as
those in two articles in AM: 17(4),
that explain why so many people and
governments not only in the West but
in Asia as well have opposed
SLORC. The i~sue is not about being East or West but of having a sense
of human dccenc) and civilised human behaviour.
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